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Abstract
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Introduction
Finding how disagreements or conflicts in opinion arise during a conversation is an area
of active research in computational linguistics, especially in the sub-tasks of Opinion Resolution (Godden, 2010) or Controversy Detection (Boltužić & Šnajder, 2015). One mechanism for bringing about conflicting opinions and subsequently resolve them, is through
the use of argumentation. An argument, which is defined here basically as a set of statements made of premises and one conclusion1 , represents an opportunity for an agent2 to
convince a hearer about a belief, an opinion, an attitude or a value or to make a hearer
adopt a particular point of view after the triggering of a di↵erence of opinion. Let us
consider:
(1) A: [Marta didn’t study. She will fail her exams.]p1
B: [Marta is very smart. Although she is not well-prepared she will pass.]p2
A: [Maybe you’re right]p3 .
A and B have di↵erent opinions about Marta’s exam. The goal of the argument brought
by B is to convince the speaker A that his belief about Marta’s exam isn’t correct. To
do so, the speaker A uses the argument p1 , while speaker B further responds through
argument p2 . In fact, p1 and p2 can be broken down into argument components, so Marta
didn’t study in p1 is the premise, as it justifies the fact that She will fail her exams, which
is the conclusion. The same applies to segments in B. Marta is very smart in p2 is the
premise, as it justifies the fact that She will pass although she is not well prepared, which
is the conclusion. On the contrary, there is no argument structure in p3 , which is a simple
assertion of belief (Speaker A now believes that speaker B is right).
When an argument takes place between two speakers with the intention of modifying
the hearer’s point of view it means that that the speaker and the hearer don’t share the
same system of beliefs about a proposition p. In other words, the two speakers disagree
with each other. Since argumentation has the objective of convincing an interlocutor
to adopt a particular point of view, argumentative dialogues abound with disagreement.
The same way, when disagreement occurs between two speakers, we expect that it will be
justified or further resolved though the use of argumentation.
The automatic detection of disagreement in texts is often performed through the extraction of text features such as lexical items, sentiment and discourse markers. However,
1
2

The notion of argument will be revisited in chapter 2
Throughout this work I will use the term “agent” to refer to a human speaker
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as highlighted in the very first lines of this work, disagreement is also a phenomenon that
is tightly connected to the field of argumentation and dialogue. In fact, it has been shown,
(Mishne and Glance, 2006, Allen et al., 2014) that the detection of disagreement highly
benefits from the incorporation of structural information consisting of conversational argumentative structures. Therefore the objective of this thesis is to analyse how structural
information can help disagreement detection. To do so, I build a system of rules to derive
argument structures from dialogue structures and subsequently exploit these rules to infer
disagreement in argumentative two-agent conversations. I interface argumentation with
dialogue, analysing the features that the two share.
Throughout this work, each consideration will be followed by some examples of analysis. The examples are weather hand-constructed or taken from the Change My View
(CMV) database. CMV is a subreddit dedicated to discussion, where a user can present
an opinion and assigns a Delta whenever another user makes them change their point of
view.
The construction of the interface argumentation-dialogue where disagreement need to
be inferred will heavily rely on the theoretical framework of the Segmented Discourse
Representation Theory (Lascarides & Asher, 2008a) and on some revisited features issued
from the current theories of argumentation. In the SDRT framework, discourse and
dialogue are both analysed starting from a closed set of discourse rhetorical relations
between propositions, with the addition of a second set of dialogue relations to account
for two-agent interactions. Therefore, in this sense, discourse and dialogue will share
many characteristics.
The main claim of my thesis is that the set of rhetorical relations belonging to discourse and dialogue, together with a set of structural rules to convert them into argument
structures, is a powerful tool that gives, alone, much information about disagreement
in texts. However, if structural information needs to be taken into account among the
features for disagreement detection, much preliminary linguistic reflection is needed. Integrating argumentation features in dialogue and use them to infer disagreement is, in fact,
a challenge that requires a proper mapping between argument operations and dialogue
rhetorical relations, always keeping mind that the two structures do interact, but do di↵er
at the same time and that disagreement can be contained both in argumentation and in
dialogue segments not belonging to argument structures.
This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part is intended to provide definitions of the components needed to build an interface argumentation-dialogue and of the
phenomenon of disagreement. This will include also an introduction to the SDRT framework. The last chapter of part one will highlight the main challenges that exist on the
task of detecting disagreement. It will also provide the reasons for my choice of modelling
disagreement at the interface argumentation-dialogue and of the use of SDRT framework.
The second part of the work concerns the definition and construction of the system
that I will exploit to model disagreement in argumentative texts. In particular, in chapter

2

five I will propose a modular architecture where the dialogue, discourse and argumentation
modules of one speaker interact with the same modules of a second speaker. Disagreement rules are constructed starting from this interaction. In the sixth chapter I will build
the interface dialogue-argumentation. The construction will be carried out in three steps.
The first step consists of showing that there is no complete morphism between argument
structures and discourse structures. This means the two structures cannot be expressed
entirely in terms of each other without setting some constraints. Justified by the need of
constraints, in the second and third step I will first map discourse relations onto argument
operations and then construct a set of rules that allow to convert dialogue rhetorical relations into argumentative graphs. The last chapter of the thesis will be dedicated to the
modelling of disagreement at the interface argumentation-dialogue that has been previously constructed. The rules for converting rhetorical relations into argumentative graphs
introduced in chapter six will allow to detect the type of disagreement that occurred: if
it is partial or total, about reasons or about facts.

3

Part I
Definitions and previous works
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Chapter 1
Argumentation
Freely and Steinber (Freeley & Steinberg, 2013) define argumentation as “reason giving
in communicative situations by people whose purpose is the justification of acts, beliefs,
attitudes, and values.” In more technical terms, argumentation is any methodological
and inferential reasoning that has the objective of reaching a conclusion (in this case the
act, belief, attitude or value that must be justified) starting from pertinent premises (the
justification or reason provided for one’s commitment to a value, attitude or behaviour).
In this chapter I will provide the definitions that argument components (premises, conclusions and inferential default rules) and argument operations (rebuttals and supports)
have been given in the existing literature.

1.1

Argument components

We have said that an argument has the objective of reaching a conclusion starting from
pertinent premises. To understand what we mean by “pertinent premises”, let us consider:
(2) All men are mortal
Socrates is a man
Therefore, Socrates is mortal
If the premises All men are mortal and Socrates is a man are true, they give rise
to a true conclusion, which is, in this case Therefore, Socrates is mortal. In fact, in
deductive logic, an argument is valid if it can never be the case that the argument it has
simultaneously true premises 1 and a false conclusion. In other words, it is an argument
where the conclusion necessarily follows from the premises.
We must not confuse validity with soundness: the validity of deductive reasoning is
not a↵ected by the truth of the premise or the truth of the conclusion. An argument is
sound if it meets two conditions: (i) The argument is valid. (ii) its premises are true.2
For example, the following argument is a perfectly valid one, even though it is not sound:
1
2

In deductive reasoning truth is not a↵ected by the propositional content of p.
In this case, true means that the truth-values meet the reality.
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(3) All animals live on Mars.
All humans are animals.
Therefore, all humans live on Mars.
The argument is valid in the sense that from true premises follows a true conclusion.
It’s not sound as the premise All animals live on Mars. doesn’t meet the reality.
The notions of validity and soundness are ascribed to deductive logic, where an argument proves its conclusion if and only if it is valid and sound. In this work the classical
deductive logic of argumentation must be abandoned because my focus is not on what
makes an argument true, valid or sound, but more on the way argumentative structures
are exploited by the speakers to justify their utterances or reach a conclusion and how
their reasoning can be attacked and defeated. In order to overcome the problem of validity
and soundness, in the whole work we will consider each utterance from the speaker as
a set of beliefs. Therefore, if a speaker asserts p during a conversation, we will imply a
modal operator of belief in front of it B(p). In this way, we are not concerned whether
an assertion is true, as a speaker can believe something that is false and still assert it and
believe it. If this was not the case, disagreement would barely occur in argumentative dialogues. Since validity and soundness in argumentation won’t be considered prerogatives
for an argument to be as such, a restriction will be made at structural level later in this
work.
As we have stated above, arguments are complex structure entailing some smaller
elements that are called premises and conclusions. These labels aren’t universals: they
are sometimes called premises, assumptions and conclusions; premises and thesis or broken down into smaller units with di↵erent labels. For example, premises and conclusions
are labelled as Rebuttal, Warrant, Backing, Facts and Conclusion in Toulmin’s terms
(Macagno et al., 2017) and First term, Middle term, Maxims and Di↵erentia in Aristotelian terms.
The table below summarizes some di↵erent labels that the components of an argument
have received in ancient time.

6

Components of an argument

Example / Description

Aristotle

Specific instantiation of the topos as a premise;
Minor premise;
Conclusion

Doing greater injustice is a greater evil.
From “what is more A is more B”,
you may infer: “A is B”.
Doing injustice is an evil.

Boetius

First term;
Middle term;
Second term

Every virtue is advantageous.
Justice is a virtue.
Therefore justice is advantageous.
What the species is said of, the genus is said of as well.
Man is species of “animate being” .
Therefore, if man is said of anything,
“animate being” is said of it as well.

Syllogism 1
Abelard

If “man” is said of anything,
“animate being” is said of it as well.
Socrates is a man .
Therefore Socrates is an animate being

Syllogism 2

Table 1.1: Argument’s components in history
Since the elementary units of an argument don’t seem to be defined homogeneously,
we will have to re-define them later in this work to carry out a precise analysis of what
part of the argument is interacting with what other part of text during a conversation.
The re-definition will be necessary also for a second reason: if the components of simple
arguments made of premises and one conclusion aren’t clearly defined and labelled, it will
be very challenging to analyse more complex arguments in a second phase. In fact,
complex arguments are composed by embedded simple arguments, where conclusions
become premises of some other conclusions and vice-versa.
A last point on argumentation has to be made: an argument can be clearly be constructed in monologues, but it usually targets a precise audience, even though this latter
doesn’t participate actively in the conversation. (For instance, politicians build arguments
when they give a speech for their population). Since this work mainly focuses on dialogue
where two agents actively discuss about a common topic in order to detect when and if
they disagree, we will need to identify which parts of an argument are invalidated from
a potential interlocutor. This includes reviewing the way premises and conclusions are
linked to each other. The relations between them are normally thought in terms of support (a textual segment providing reasons for another one) and attack (a textual segment
providing reasons against another one) (Peldszus, 2018). Attacks and supports links fall
under the name of “argument operations”.

1.2

Argument operations

Arguments and their components are usually linked by argument operations, which are
defined as attacks and supports. For my analysis, I follow Freeman’s approach as described in Peldszus, (2018), since it gives precise definitions not only of what supporting
and attacking are, but also of the di↵erent types of support and attack that exist. In Freeman’s approach premises and arguments can be combined in di↵erent ways to support a
7

conclusion according to the following schema:

Figure 1.1: Relations between premises and conclusions
Structure (a) is called “simple support” and it’s the configuration of an argument consisting of two propositions, one conclusion that is supported by exactly one premise. The
example that the authors brings is:
(4) [We should tear the building down.]1 [It is full of asbestos.]2
Structure (b) is called “linked support” and it’s the configuration of multiple premises
that support the conclusion, only if they can be taken together.
(5) [We should tear the building down.]1 [It is full of asbestos.]2 [and all buildings with
hazardous materials should be demolished.]3
In Freeman’s view, the graph (c) consists of a speaker putting forward a separate, new
argument for the same conclusion. The example given is:
(6) [We should tear the building down.]1 [It is full of asbestos.]2 [Also, people in the
neighbourhood have always hated it.]3
The serial support in (d) is a support to the conclusion through the development of the
argument already given by supporting one of the argument’s premises.
(7) [We should tear the building down.]1 [It is full of asbestos.]2 [The commission reported a significant contamination.]3
The authors explain this structure by saying that a speaker presents a new argument to
convince the hearer of the acceptability of a premise. By directly supporting the premise,
the speaker is indirectly giving support to the conclusion. In our example then, the premise
p1 = [It is full of asbestos.] supports the conclusion c = [We should tear the building
down.]. After the justification (or premise) p1 = [It is full of asbestos.], a new argument is
introduced arg2 = [The commission reported a significant contamination.]. The premise
of the original argument p1 = [It is full of asbestos.] serves also as the conclusion of
the argument arg2 = [The commission reported a significant contamination.]. Finally, in
structure (e) the speaker claims a generalisation and then provide evidence that it proved
to apply correctly at least in the given example. The example provided is:
(8) [A citizens’ initiative can force the mayor to tear the building down.]1 [In Munich
such a group forced the local authorities to tear down an old office building!]2
8

According to the author, the generalization [In Munich such a group forced the local
authorities to tear down an old office building!]2 is an example brought about to proves
the fact that [A citizens’ initiative can force the mayor to tear the building down.]1 .
Table 1.2 shows a summary of the di↵erent types of support introduced.
Support

Description

Example

Simple

One conclusion is supported
by exactly one premise

[We should tear the building down.]C
[It is full of asbestos.]P

Linked

Multiple premises support
the conclusion, they must be be connected.

[We should tear the building down.]C
[It is full of asbestos.]P 1
[And all buildings with hazardous materials
should be demolished.]P 2

Multiple

Put forward a separate,
new argument for the same conclusion

[We should tear the building down.
It is full of asbestos.]Arg1
[Also, people in the neighborhood have always hated it.]Arg2

Serial

Support to the conclusion through the
development of the argument already given
by supporting one of the argument’s premise

[We should tear the building down.]C
[It is full of asbestos.]P
[The commission reported a significant contamination.]P

Example

Claims a generalization and provide
evidence that is proved to apply correctly,
at least in the given example

[A citizens’ initiative can force the mayor
to tear the building down.]Claim
[In Munich such a group forced the local authorities
to tear down an old office building!]Example

Table 1.2: Types of support
What we may notice from Table 1.2 is that there is some confusion concerning the distinction between an argument and its components. For instance, let us consider the
example (5) above for multiple support: [We should tear the building down.]1 [It is full of
asbestos.]2 [Also, people in the neighbourhood have always hated it.]3 . The segment [Also,
people in the neighbourhood have always hated it.]3 is considered to be a new argument
supporting the conclusion [We should tear the building down]1 . However, the segment 3
doesn’t seem to be an argument, but only a premise supporting the same conclusion [We
should tear the building down]2 . This problem will be explained in more details in chapter
6 during the re-definition of the argument components, but for now, intuitively, we can
say that if an argument is a structure made of premises and a conclusion, the proposition
[Also, people in the neighbourhood have always hated it.]3 alone cannot be an argument.
The same issue is found in the schema for the rebuttals, which I turn to next.
Still following Freeman’s approach for supporting an argument, I will now focus on
the many ways one speaker can refuse di↵erent parts of an argument. The author gives
this schematically representation of rebuttals:

Figure 1.2: Rebuttals
9

In Freeman’s representation attacks are indicated by solid arrows, with the arrowhead
being a round or square. Segments corresponding to attacks of the opponent are be
represented as boxes and those corresponding to counter-attacks as circle nodes. The
table below shows a summary of the possible way to rebut an argument or one of its
components:
Rebuttal

Description

Example

Rebut
conlcusion

Provide a new argument against the conclusion

[We should tear the building down.]C
[It is full of asbestos.]P
[On the other hand, many people liked the view from the roof.]Arg

Rebut
premise

Attack the given argument
by rebutting one of its premises

[We should tear the building down.]C
[It is supposed to be full of asbestos.]P
[Yet, nobody really made
a precise assessment of the degree of contamination.]Rebut

Undercut
argument

Questioning the supporting force of the
premises for the conclusion

We should tear the building down.
It is full of asbestos.
[The building might be cleaned up, though.]RebutF orce

Defend
attack

Present an anticipated argument against
the conclusion and strengthen it by
explaining why
it is worth taking this objection into account.

[We should tear the building down. It is full of asbestos.]Arg
[On the other hand, many people liked the view from the roof.]Arg
[On weekends in summer,
the roof is usually crowded with sunset party-goers.]SupportA

Table 1.3: Types of attack
As I stated before we find again some issues in the distinction between an argument and
its components. In fact, in the whole Table 1.3, the rebuttals of the components of an
argument and an entire argument are treated all together. For instance in the example:
(9) A: [We should tear the building down.]p1 [It is full of asbestos]p2
B: [On the other hand, many people like the view from the roof]p3
p3 alone cannot be an argument for the same reason that we have stated previously:
an argument is a structure composed of at least one premise and a conclusion. Therefore,
p3 alone can only be a premise, a conclusion or a simple claim. This last point will also be
discussed later in this work during the re-definition of the argument components, where I
will make it clear that it is necessary to distinguish a simple assertion, which is a discourse
unit, from a premise or a conclusion, which are argumentative units.
In this chapter we have seen how the subject of argumentation has been treated in
the literature and how challenging is to represent argument components and operations.
The questions and doubts that arose during this chapter will come back in my work.
We will move on to the second subject that constitute a vital component of my work:
dialogue and discourse.
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Chapter 2
Discourse and dialogue
Discourse and dialogue are both of vital importance for this work, since we are dealing
with argumentative texts. In fact, theories of argumentation exploit notions, such as the
the ones of Support, Premises, Conclusions that are typical of monologues and other such
as Attacks and Rebuts that are typical of dialogues.
When we have to define discourse and dialogue we are confronted with a hard challenge. They are, in fact, widely treated topics that are ascribed to many di↵erent theoretical frameworks. Theories to analyse and formalize discourse and dialogue range from
plan-based models (Allen et al., 2014) to the use of rhetorical structures (Asher et al.,
2003; Mann & Thompson, 1987). Therefore, in this chapter I will first give some general
introductory definitions of discourse and dialogue and move to a more detailed review of
how they are analysed according to the framework that I will be exploiting in this thesis:
the Segmented Discourse Representation Theory by Asher and Lascarides (2008).

2.1

Discourse

A discourse can be considered as a set of utterances that are not independent from each
other but relate to and inform each other in a larger conversational context. In fact,
theories of discourse are heavily based on the notions of coherence (the possibility to
establish precise links between parts and sub-parts constituting a discourse) and cohesion
(grammatical ties, such as reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical that
combine to create meaning). However, apart from these two well-known principles, there
exist three kinds of information needed for discourse analysis (Grosz et al., 1995): (i) the
intentional structure, (ii) the informational structure and (iii) the rhetorical structure.
The intentional structures concerns the intentions and communicative goals of the speakers
during a conversation. The informational structure concerns the semantic relations (for
instance, cause and e↵ect) and structures (for instance, theme and rheme) that generate
meaning. Finally, rhetorical structures of discourse aim at explaining the relations holding
between adjacent pairs of discourse units. This last component will be the focus of this
thesis.
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Intentional, informational and rhetorical structures are of vital importance also in
dialogue, which I will introduce in the next section, as the intentions of the speaker are
intended to a↵ect interlocutors’ mental states and what the speaker asserts is supposed
to follow the principles of coherence and cohesion to be understood and recognised by
his/her interlocutor.

2.2

Dialogue

Dialogue is informally defined as an exchange between two or more speakers. Utterances in
a dialogue have a continuous e↵ect on the mental state (e.g beliefs, desires and intentions)
of a second speaker. They are, in fact, usually associated to speech acts describing the
way in which a particular utterance e↵ect such changes (Austin, 1975; Searle & Searle,
1969).
In fact, during a conversation, speakers use strategies to reach a conversational goal,
and, in the case of argumentative dialogue, to reach a conversational goal by modifying
the hearer’s point of view. This is done by acting on the hearer’s cognitive conception of
the world. (Gabaldon & Langley, 2015; Kobsa, 1989; Parsons & Sklar, 2005). Goals and
strategies are concepts widely used in plan-based models (Litman & Allen, 1987), which
are theoretical frameworks used to represent the speakers’ intentions conveyed in dialogue.
Plan-based models are extremely useful when we deal with task-oriented dialogues, where
a goal has to be reached in a conversation (giving directions, booking a service and so on).
However, in spontaneous dialogues, goal-oriented approaches result to be very challenging.
In fact, it is not always clear what intentions the speaker wants to convey when uttering
something, and speakers do not always have a clear goal in spontaneous conversations.
For instance, if we consider a trivial utterance such as:
(10) A: Mum, I really love dogs. It would be so nice to have one.
it is not clear whether the intention of the child is to express a simple wish or to try to
convince the mother to get a dog.
In recent times, other theories of dialogue analysis have been proposed, namely in the
works of Asher and Lascarides (Asher et al., 2003; Lascarides & Asher, 2008a) with the
Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT), an evolution of the works on the Rhetorical
Structure Theory (RST) on discourse from Mann and Thompson. SDRT attempts at
representing discourse through a closed set of rhetorical relations. These latter can also
function in dialogue, so that dialogue parts and relations are supposed to be properly
linked and analysed in a general and homogeneous framework, without the necessity to
adapt the analysis to specific tasks.
The homogeneity and generic nature of the SDRT relations is one of the reasons why
I decided to adopt the SDRT in this work. Among other reasons, there is the fact that
SDRT semantic relations are not incompatible with pragmatic relations. They can, in
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fact, be enriched with speech acts and intentions through some relations called “metatalks”, signaled by a star * and leave much freedom of representation.1 The next section
is aimed at introducing the theoretical framework for discourse and dialogue which I will
use for my work: the Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT) by Asher and
Lascarides (Lascarides & Asher, 2008b).

2.3

SDRT

SDRT evolves from DRT (Discourse Representation Theory) by Hans Kamp, which provides a mental representation (Discourse Representation Structure or DRS) built up by
the hearer as a discourse unfolds. The original DRT contains “discourse referents” (the
objects under discussion), and the information that has accumulated on these discourse
referents (DRS-conditions). The SDRT extends the prior work on discourse structure by
Hans Kamp by assigning rhetorical relations a precise dynamic semantics, which explains
how the content of the discourse augments the compositional semantics of its clauses.
The notion of rhetorical relations in SDRT relies on the idea of adjacent pairs (Go↵man,
1967), according to which each speech act attempts to close an open pair and, therefore,
dialogue is mainly consists in resolutions of expectancy.
There exist two parallel representations of discourse within the SDRT: the one with
boxes, where each box corresponds to a SDRS, and the one with graphs where the nodes
represent the discourse units and the edges the discourse relations as in shown in the
picture below. Graphs allow for the representation of coordinating and subordinating discourse units (hierarchical structures), while SDRSs allow for the semantic inspection of the
propositional contents and the context change potentials (the update of the propositional
content according to a new context).
1

For instance, in the example:
A:We should go for the white car [since it won’t get as easily dirty as the white one]p1
B: [Black cars gets easily dirty too]p2 , there is a Parallel relation between p1 and p2 triggered by the
discourse marker “too”. However, we can add a Contrast* to signal that p2 also provides a contrast to
p1 at pragmatic level.
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Narration

p4

Elaboration(p1,πII)

Figure 2.1: SDRS box (left) and correspondent SDRT graph (right)
Exactly as in the RST, the SDRS are boxes containing “discourse referents” and the
information that must be updated when a new discourse units is inserted. This is done by
connecting the information that has already been stocked to the new one. In the picture
above, p1 to p5 are discourse segments, Kp is a label representing simple or complex
discourse units and ⇡ represents a complex discourse unit containing more SDRSs.
In the graph representation (right), coordinating text segments are represented by
an horizontal edge, while subordinating segments by a vertical edge.Both representations
include relations between simple and complex discourse units (Elaboration,Narration).
As I’ve already stated before, SDRT was originally thought for discourse, but it was
further scaled up to be applied to dialogue (Asher et al., 2003; Asher & Lascarides, 1998)
by positing coherence relations across turns other than the canonical SDRT relation (narration, explanation, elaboration, parallel ). This includes relations such as QuestionAnswerPair (QAP) and Query-Elaboration. These relations are grouped into three main
classes:
• The epistemic relations: these relations are related to knowledge and knowledge
elaboration and validation (for instance a question-answer pair)
(11) A: Where is his office ?
B : First floor, second door on the right. (QA pair)
• The relations about actions (for example an Action Elaboration), which is a contribution to the construction of a conversational goal)
(12) A: Go look for it please!
B: Okay I’m going. (Action Elaboration)
• Incidences and re-posts (including phatic elements or sudden switch in topics)
(13) A: Have you booked the table?
B: Do you think I’m your secretary? (Re-post)
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Since my work consists of analysing two-agent conversations, the rhetorical relations
for SDRT updated to dialogue will be needed. The table including SDRT relations for
both discourse and dialogue together with their function and examples will be shown in
chapter six.
We have seen until now how argumentation theories and and the SDRT framework
attempt at organizing discourse, dialogue and argument structures into sub-groups and
link their parts through relations. In fact both argumentation and dialogue-discourse
theories issued from SDRT share the same objective of transforming unstructured text
into structures that are recognisable and analysable. Since disagreement seems to require
both argumentation (the purpose of convincing to adopt one’s point of view, which implies
that the two speaker don’t share the same commitment to some propositional contents)
and dialogue (if there aren’t two speakers, disagreement cannot occur), I will mainly work
at the interface between dialogue structure and discourse structure.
There is one last subject that need to be introduced in this work: disagreement. In the
next chapter I will review some of the existing literature on disagreement and disagreement
detection in order to acquire a better understanding of what forms of disagreement exist
and how it can be analysed.
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Chapter 3
Disagreement
Let us start from a trivial fact: we often disagree with others; we disagree with facts,
beliefs, attitudes and actions. The simplest and more generic way to define disagreement
is to consider that two individuals disagree about a proposition when they adopt di↵erent
beliefs toward the same proposition (i.e., to believe p, to disbelieve p). Disagreement,
is, therefore, a commitment in belief, that is: two speakers commit to di↵erent attitudes
towards a proposition p. Unfortunately, there are a few established definitions of disagreement in the literature: some authors define them as “oppositional stances”, some other
as ”counter-arguments”, others as rebuttals. In what follows I will provide the existing
definitions.

3.1

Definitions

As pointed out in the introduction and well highlighted in Koczogh (2013), di↵erent researchers use various, but closely related, terms for the study of disagreements . The terms
most employed are “opposition”, “(counter-) argument”, “debate”, “conflict”, “dispute”,
“confrontation”, “oppositional talk” and “conflict talk”. These definitions, despite their
closeness, a↵ects the way disagreement is formalized. For instance, the term “opposition”
points to an “oppositional stance” in response to an antecedent verbal or non-verbal action. Disagreement in this sense takes into consideration also non-verbal (e.g. gestures,
silence) features. The term “conflict” considers disagreement as a speech activity “in
which agents constantly try to maintain their own positions. Features used for this analysis are, for instance, the degree of manifestation of negativity in the confrontation. Among
others, argumentative approaches (Afantenos & Asher, 2014; Allen et al., 2014; Freeley &
Steinberg, 2013) consider that disagreements and argumentation are central elements of
debates. In this sense, arguments are conceived as “openly support disputed positions”.
As we may notice, the terms discussed above are closely but vary in scope. The same
applies to the classification of disagreement into types, which will be matter of the next
section.
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3.2

Types of disagreement

Even though some authors don’t distinguish between di↵erent kinds of disagreement, some
others classify disagreement into types. For instance, Cohnitz and Marques (Cohnitz &
Marques, 2014), classify disagreement into Merely verbal, Faultless and Peer disagreement
according to the interlocutor’s right to disagree (i.e In faultless disagreement, such as
”Sour food is better than sweets” vs ”Sweets are better then sour food”, it is legitimate
for people to hold their position). Some other scholars classify it into ”merely verbal”,
”about facts” and ”about verbal interpretation” (for instance, a “merely verbal” dispute,
or disagreement about verbal interpretation, occurs when two people agree on the facts
but di↵er on how those facts should be described using words.).
In argumentation theories, the process of disagreeing is expressed under the label of
rebut and refute .(Freeley & Steinberg, 2013) Freely and Steinberg define a rebuttal as
an “Argumentation meant to overcome opposing evidence and reasoning by introducing
other evidence and reasoning that will destroy its e↵ect.” Instead, refutation is defined as
an “Argumentation meant to overcome opposing evidence and reasoning by proving that
it is false or erroneous.”
In this work I will only consider disagreement to be total or partial, about reasons or
about facts. These distinctions are important to understand what parts of the argument
in argumentative structures and what utterances in the speaker’s discourse are refuted
and model disagreement taking into account the component the refutation interacts with
(a premise, a conclusion, a simple claim, an argument).

3.3

Disagreement detection in literature

Being able to automatically detect disagreement is a considerable challenge. Online forums such as Reddit, Slashdot and Digg, but also Facebook or Twitter abound with
controversial conversations. Topics are presented and space for discussion is given to
users, which often leads to verbal disputes about a topic. In the past decades there have
been many approaches to disagreement detection in monologue, such as in Allen, Carenini
and Ng (Allen et al., 2014) and Mukherjee and Liu (Mukherjee & Liu, 2013). Some of
the approaches (Hillard et al., 2003) exploit supervised or unsupervised machine learning techniques (Galley et al., 2004), Bayesian Networks or Markov models, while others
focus on the discourse markers and the rhetorical structures of discourse. (Abbott et
al., 2011; Misra and Walker, 2013; Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2009). The challenge of
detecting disagreement in these domains consists on the fact that disagreement is often
not straightforward. Let us consider:
(14) A: Humans are bad.
B: I think we should have faith in humans.
In this example we have the feeling that A and B have di↵erent believes about humans
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and their nature, however, it is hard to say if, where and how exactly a disagreement
occurs. Do they disagree about the fact that humans are bad or does speaker B agrees
on the fact that humans are bad but we should have faith in them nonetheless?
Another challenge it is sometimes hard to isolate the propositions that are in disagreement with each other. For instance, let us consider the following discussion between A
and B:
(15) A: We should go for the black car as it won’t get dirty as easily as the white one.
B: White cars don’t get dirty as easily.
It appears that speaker A and speaker B disagree, however this is not entirely obvious. We can say, for instance, that speaker B’s utterance White car don’t get dirty as
easily. disagrees with speaker’s A utterance as it won’t get dirty as easily as the white one.
Furthermore, we can also say that speaker B only disagrees with speaker B’s reasons for
getting a black car. Does this mean that speaker A and B are in disagreement with the
choice of which car to get? Or does the fact that speaker B only rebuts speaker A’s reasons
means that they actually don’t disagree on which car to get? When talking about disagreement, we have to be very careful about what the speaker disagrees with. In many works
this distinction doesn’t seem to play a role. Disagreement means only disagreeing about
some propositions, no matters whether the disagreement targets some precise elements of
the discussion. We will see an example of this in the fifth chapter, where I will show the
main issues that works that have been done at the interfaces argumentation-dialogue and
dialogue-disagreement present. Detecting the scope of disagreement is important if, for
instance we want to measure the strength of a disagreement. In such a case, we cannot
consider a disagreement about a reason on the same level as a disagreement scoping over
both the reason and the fact itself.
In this work, we try to bridge this problem by constructing rules that allow for the
distinctions between elements within an argument and between arguments and simple
claims. In the next chapter I will explain in more details why disagreement detection
would benefit from an analysis at the interface dialogue-argumentation.
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Chapter 4
Modelling disagreement at the
interface dialogue-argumentation
We have pointed out that many works on disagreement detection exploit features issued
from di↵erent sources. Some widely used features involve quantifiers, negations, polarity,
discourse markers, modals, repetitions, questions and so on. (Scott, 2002)
We have also pointed out that other approaches try to model disagreement by exploiting the rhetorical structure of discourse. Rhetorical approaches are not incompatible
with intentional approaches or any other additional feature that can be arbitrarily included to strengthen the performance of disagreement detection. What, on the contrary,
rhetorical approaches contribute to for my task, is that the context where disagreement
and argumentation lie can be taken into account quite easily. In other words, rhetorical
approaches are less task oriented but give more insight about the flow of the conversation
and the reasons why disagreement occurs. There exist already some works that have been
done at the interface argumentation-dialogue and dialogue-disagreement. In what follows
I will review them and highlight the main challenges that are encountered. In particular,
I will first point out that, if we want to model disagreement at the interface dialogueargumentation, we need to account for both of them in parallel. Attempts that try to
reduce argumentation to dialogue and vice-versa fail to account for a proper disagreement
classification. Secondly, I will review the approach of Allen et al, (2014) who try to exploit
pseudo-rhetorical structures to detect disagreement in two-agent conversations. In fact,
my approach is inspired by their work, although with some modifications.

4.1

Reducing dialogue to argumentation

The attempts at formalizing argumentation usually neglect its context. This doesn’t come
as surprise, since the attempts to formalize argumentation are usually made out of preconstructed short examples containing pertinent premises and conclusions. An example of
this is found in (Peldszus, 2018) when he describes Freeman’s classification of arguments
according to the support link lying between premises and conclusion. We aren’t concerned
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with the support link, but only with the di↵erent kind of propositions instantiating the
argumentation structure. In the examples from Peldszus below, P stands for premise and
C for conclusion.
(16) [We should tear the building down.]C [It is full of asbestos.]P
(17) [We should tear the building down.]C [It is full of asbestos.]P [and all buildings with
hazardous materials should be demolished.]P
(18) [We should tear the building down.]C [It is full of asbestos.]P [Also, people in the
neighbourhood have always hated it.]P
In these three structures, individuating and defining the components of an argument
and the link that stand between them is rather straightforward. Moreover, all the elements of the text belong to the argument structure (there are all whether premises or
conclusions). However, when an argument is carried out, the context doesn’t allow for a
straight analysis as the one in the examples.
Let us now consider a more complex and more plausible example of argumentation.1

(19) S1 : “Matteo Salvini, when you knew that Laura Boldrini would stand for election,
you commented this way: I want to see who dares voting for an incompetent,a racist
like her. Why incompetent? Why racist?”
S2 : “Incompetent because she was part of a left-end party who from my point of
view, penalized retired people, penalized savers, penalized young people, more and
more forced to escape abroad, paying extreme attention to immigrants. I remember
numbers: only for pensions, immigrants who have never paid a lira take a billion
euros per year, only for health-care system, immigrants, even only the illegal ones
cost to Italians eleven billion euros per year and crimes committed everyday from
strangers are 700. So, this means that today 700 citizens met a foreign citizen who
committed a crime.”
In the above example, we can straightforward classify some segments of text into
premises and conclusions, such as:

(20) [She is Incompetent]C because she [penalized retired people]P , [penalized savers]P ,
[penalized young people]P , [paying extreme attention to immigrants]P .
and
1

This conversation was transcribed from a debate in Italian between Matteo Salvini and Laura
Boldrini, two political opponents discussing on the subject of immigration. The complete and original video can be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2XPD4Y6gs4
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(21) [crimes committed everyday from strangers are 700]P , [This means that today 700
citizens met a foreign citizen who committed a crime]P
.
Contrary to the previous examples, in example (17) a lot of information doesn’t fit
an argument structure made of premises and conclusion. If we try to represent the whole
speech turn in a graph where an argument box is opened each time we encounter a schema
made of premises and conclusions, we reach a representation such as Figure 4.1. Indeed,
the questions introducing an argument(Q1,Q2) and all segments elaborating the arguments already introduced (such as “I remember numbers: only for pensions, immigrants
who have never paid a lira take a billion euros per year, only for health-care system, immigrants, even only the illegal ones cost to Italians eleven billion euros per year”) aren’t
neither premises nor conclusion, but simple statements.
Q1,Q2: Why incompetent,
why racist?
??

??

Q1: Why
incompetent?

??

??

ARG1
I remember
numbers:
??

Premise

Premise

Premise

Premise

penalized
retired people

penalized
savers

paying extreme
attention
to immigrants

penalized
young people

She is incompetent

ARG3
??

??

Conclusion

immigrants cost a
billion euros of
pensions per year

??

immigrants cost
Italian health-care
system 11 billion
euros per year

crimes committed
everyday by a Premise
stranger are 700

today 700 hundred
citizens met a stranger Conclusion
who committed a
crime

Figure 4.1: Arguments in a speech turn
The question that arises is: what should be done with these other portions of text?
This information is not part of the argument itself, but it is vital to understand how the
arguments are linked and carried out. In fact, in a system where we want to be able to
detect disagreement, we cannot ignore the flow of the dialogue outside arguments, which
is the grounding of the speaker a potential disagreement. Moreover, a disagreement can
occur outside an argument structure. Let us consider:
(22) A: We should buy the black car.
B: We should buy the white car.
In this small exchange, A and B disagree by not further justifying their statements,
however, they do disagree. If we don’t take this into account, an analysis of the disagreement becomes very difficult. Let us imagine that the conversation goes on:
(23) A: We should buy the black car.
B: We should buy the white car.
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A: Why that?
B: Because my wife likes white cars more
In this example B provides further reasons, so he finally brings about an argument
made of the conclusion because my wife likes white cars more and a premise We should
buy the white car. However, if we want to classify the whole exchange in terms of premises
and conclusion, the utterance of A We should buy the black car. cannot be accounted for.
In fact, it is not a premise, nor a conclusion, but only an assertion. If we cannot classify
A’s statement, as the only labels we have are premises and conclusion, what B disagrees
with?
Arguments are not monolithic blocks, instead, they function as structures interacting
with discourse and dialogue. Conversely, disagreement is grounded in both dialogue and
argumentation.
We will now see how approaches that try to reduce argumentation to dialogue cannot
account for a proper disagreement classification neither.

4.2

Reducing argumentation to dialogue

Contrary to argumentation theory, scholars within the SDRT framework claim the importance of context in the analysis of argumentation and propose to analyse arguments
through rhetorical discourse relations.
The claim of the importance of context in the analysis of argumentation has been
brought about by Asher and Afantenos (Afantenos & Asher, 2014), who state:
“The little prior work on argumentation has ignored discourse structure, and
we think this is a mistake. A complete discourse structure of a dialogue will
determine how each interlocutor’s contribution relates to other contributions,
both her own and that of other dialogue participants.”
Acknowledging the importance of discourse structure in analysing argumentation, they
propose to represent arguments through the discourse relations of the Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT) of Asher and Lascarides.
The figure below gives an example of the graphical formalization of the small exchange
in example (24) where a speaker carries out an argument and the interlocutor disputes
the reason of it. A table summarizing the three rhetorical relations considered and their
function is added at the end of the graphical representation of the exchange.
(24) - [Clara will fail her exams.]1 [She did not work hard.]2
- [Clara?]3 [She worked non-stop.]4
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1
Expl.

2

Correction

3

π1

Continuation

4

SDRT relation

Function

Explanation(a,b)
Correction(a,b
Continuation(a,b)

Segment b explains segment a
Segment b corrects segment a
Segments a and b continue a discourse relation
under the same complex discourse unit containing a and b
Table 4.1: SDRT relations

Argument moves, which are usually defined in terms of support, rebuttal and attack,
are turned into rhetorical relations (explanation, correction2 and continuation).
However, if we consider the example given in (22) we may notice that the argument
structure is completely missing and we are not able to detect premises and conclusions of
an argument:
(25) - [Clara will fail her exams.]conclusion [She did not work hard.]premise
- [Clara?]? [She worked non-stop.]?
We may notice that, while the first two segments can be classified, it is hard to assign
a label “premise” or “conclusion” to the second two, which seem to be only discourse
segments.
By representing the argumentative structure through a graph made of rhetorical relations, the authors manage to account for all the segments in the text. However, they
do not show any sign of the presence of an argument and there seem to be no distinction
between premises, conclusions and simple statements outside the argument structure. As
I have mentioned previously in this work, neglecting the argument structure or the conversational structure leads to issues in identifying the scope of disagreement. In fact,
according to (Afantenos & Asher, 2014), the sub-groups of elements constituted by p3
and p4 provides a correction to both statements p1 and p2 from A. This is not necessarily
true, as the conversation could go on in this way:
(26) A: [Clara will fail her exams.]p1 [She did not work hard.]p2
B: [Clara?]p3 [She worked non-stop.]p4 [ However, she might fail because of her
anxiety]p5
2

This relation is issued from an enriched model of the classical SDRT and falls under the
class of knowledge elaboration marked as Elab. Reference at https://www.erudit.org/fr/revues/rum/
2005-v36-n2-rum1463/014498ar.pdf
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In the example above, the proposition p5 shows that the two speaker are not in disagreement about p1 , but only about p2 .
On one hand, approaches on argumentation that think of it in terms of support, attack,
rebuttal between segments, cannot account for dialogue relations, on the other hand, approaches that consider arguments as simple portions of text linked by rhetorical relations,
cannot account for the argument structure.
To be able to represent an argumentative dialogue and detect in which context agents
are apt to disagree, we need to place the speaker at the interface between argumentation
and dialogue, without reducing one to another. In order to do so, we will build a model
that converts rhetorical relations of dialogue into argumentative structures. An interesting
work in this direction is the one from Allen et al.,(2014), which I will present in the next
section.

4.3

Converting dialogue structure into argumentative structures: RST

The work of Allen et al. (Allen et al., 2014) attempts at detecting disagreement in conversations using pseudo-monologic rhetorical structures. The authors rely on the Rhetorical
Structure Theory (RST) (Mann & Thompson, 1987) to extract a relational graph that is
aimed at capturing the argumentative structure of the text. In particular, they show that
a new set of features determined from conversational structure and rhetorical relations of
the conversation significantly helps the performance on disagreement detection. Therefore, they exploit the Rhetorical Structure Theory in monologues such as in the example
below:

Figure 4.2: Discourse tree (left) with extracted relation graph (right) for a sample conversation involving three users
The Figure represent the discourse tree from the conversation (right part of the Figure)
with three di↵erent posts P1, P2 and P3. N1, N2 and N3 represent the corresponding
nodes in the relation graph. The rhetorical relations used to connect the utterances
are issued from the Representation Theory Structure (RST) and include Elaboration,
Contrast, Comparison, Evidence, Explanation and Cause. According to the authors, the
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rhetorical structure allows for the extraction of many features linked to the argumentative
structure. For instance, comparison relations are known to indicate disagreement, which
leads to a high expectancy of frequencies of this relation in conversations containing
arguments.

4.4

Towards a new interface

While the objective of my work is shared with the one of Allen et al. (Allen et al., 2014),
which is detecting disagreement by converting a discourse tree into an argumentative
structure, this will be done by also mapping the discourse relations onto the argument
operations. For this, I won’t exploit the RST relations but the SDRT relations. The reason
is that while it is true that RST relations are more thought in terms of argumentative
structure of a text (we have, for instance, the relation Evidence), it is also true that each
time a relation is useful for a purpose in RST, this latter can be added to the set of
relations. This makes the framework less homogeneous and it prevents from drawing a
line between the discourse structure and the argument structure.
Another main di↵erence between my approach and Allen et al, (2014) one is that the
conversion that I will apply will consider what part of the argument (if there is one) a
speaker is disagreeing with. For instance, in Figure 4.2 the authors cannot account for
the fact that the disagreement only scopes on the segment My vote is for Mexico. There
is no explicit disagreement on the fact that Mexico has beautiful beaches and it’s less
busy. These last components of the argument aren’t just sufficient reasons for the second
speaker to convince himself to go to Mexico instead of Hawaii.
In this chapter we have seen that some authors opted for an analysis of disagreement
starting from discourse rhetorical relations. In fact, accounting for both discourse and
argumentation help us understand how disagreement arises, is brought about and goes on.
However, relational approaches lack the interface argumentation-dialogue, often reducing
dialogue to argumentation or argumentation to dialogue depending on the convenience of
the task.
In the next chapter I will present the modular architecture needed to build the interface
argumentation dialogue aimed at helping disagreement detection in argumentative texts.
Many of the definitions and constructions will be justified by the theoretical considerations
and challenges that arose in this first part of my work.
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Part II
A modular approach
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Chapter 5
Definition of the modular
architecture
As the detection of disagreement must take into account both argument structures and
rhetorical relations, we must first construct an interface argumentation-dialogue. An e↵ective model of argumentation in dialogue needs to provide an answer for questions such as:
What is an argument? In what ways an argument is di↵erent from some well-constructed
series of statements? How does an argument interact with the rhetorical relations of discourse? How are arguments used in dialogues? These questions are needed to further
model disagreement at the interface and help in answering another set of questions: are
there di↵erent types of disagreement? What the speaker is disagreeing with? What does
the speaker do in terms of argumentation to justify his/her position? And to invalidate
the interlocutor position?
In order to respond to these questions the interface argumentation-dialogue should
allow for the following operations:
1. Keep statements and argument structures separate. We have stated in chapter one,
that there is some confusion between an argument, its components and a simple
assertion. We will see in this section that the lack of these distinctions bring also
confusion in the detection of disagreement.
2. Integrate both dialogue relations (Elaboration, Narration, Result, etc.) and argument operations (Support, Rebut) in a single architecture, taking into account what
is the target of the relation (premises, conclusions, simple claims) This is a necessary
step to build the interface argumentation-dialogue.
3. Have a set of relations that allows to infer what kind of disagreement occurred
(partial, total, about facts, etc.).
Figure 5.1 represents the modules needed to construct such a model, namely, an argumentation module (AM) contained in a discourse module (DM) contained in a dialogue
module (DDM). In this architecture, disagreement interacts with the interface discourseargumentation and is contained in the dialogue between two agents.
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By proposing the architecture in Figure 5.1, I make the assumptions that:
• The argument structure is contained in the dialogue structure. The assumption
is justified by the fact that dialogue includes relations and concepts that are not
included in discourse (for instance, question-answer pairs and turns).
• More discourse structures from two di↵erent speakers are contained in the dialogue
structure. This assumption is justified by a principle of coherence and cohesion: if
the speaker wants to make his discourse understandable by another speaker, what
he/she asserts must meet the requirements of cohesion and coherence issued from
discourse.
DIALOGUE
Discourse relations updated
Turns

DISCOURSE A

DISCOURSE B

Discourse relations

Discourse relations

ARGUMENT STRUCTURE

Premises

ARGUMENT STRUCTURE

Disagreement

Conclusion

Premises
Conclusion

Figure 5.1: General architecture
The very first step of the construction of the architecture above is to define and expand
each module (AM, DM, DDM) presented in Figure 5.1. This will produce the modelling
of the interface where disagreement is to be modelled.
In particular, the argument module (AM) must specify the minimal and maximal
structures of one argument,1 including:
• The conditions for an utterance to be a premise or a conclusion and not only an
assertion.
• The relations between and within arguments: support (within), attacks (between),
rebuttals (between).
The discourse module and dialogue modules (DM and DDM) heavily rely on the
Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT) presented in the previous chapter.
The SDRT relations account for:
• The relations within text segments of one speaker’s discourse (e.g segment b is the
explanation of segment a)
1

This part of the module relies on a work that has partly been done for the seminar Dialogue Theory
held by Lucia Donatelli at Saarland University.
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• The relations between segments of two speakers’ discourses (dialogue), for instance,
segment b is a response to segment a.
Finally, in order to build the interface dialogue-argumentation I will construct a set of
rules that make SDRT relations compatible with the operations between and within arguments of the argument module. Disagreement will be modelled exploiting the constructed
interface and rules.
In what follows I will first present the Discourse and Dialogue modules that rely on
the SDRT. Secondly, I will construct the argumentation module by re-defining, where
needed, the components of an argument. The definition of the two modules will serve the
construction of the interface argumentation-dialogue in the fourth chapter.

5.1

Discourse and dialogue modules

The objective of this section is to exploit SDRT set of rhetorical relations to construct
a discourse graph that can be further converted into the correspondent argumentative
graph where and if an argumentative structure is detected. In fact, some combination of
rhetorical relations can give rise to argumentative structures. For instance, an explanation
between two propositions gives rise to an argument made of a premise (the proposition
explaining) and a conclusion (the proposition that must be explained). Let us consider:
(27) [We should legalize drug]p1 [to prevent illegal market.]p2
In this example p1 and p2 are, linked by an Explanation relation according to the SDRT
such as: Explanation(p1 ,p2 ). In the argumentation theory, there is a support between p1
and p2 such that: Support(p1 ,p2 ) with Conclusion(p1 ), Premise(p2 ). The idea is to try
to find correspondences between the two relations in a systematic way. For instance, we
could assume that when the SDRT graph shows an Explanation link between p1 and p2 ,
the relation can can be mapped onto a Support link in the argumentation graph with
a specific order of premises and conclusions. We will see in the next chapter that the
correspondences between argumentation structures and SDRT structures are not always
straightforward, but it is possible to draw them in a quite precise way if we put some
constraints in the form of rules.
SDRT discourse relations are a closed set. The table below shows the rhetorical
relations conceived for discourse and their relative examples.
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RR

Function

Example

Narration

It denotes the action that links two events.
The topic includes a narration.

Marta came, then she left.

Continuation

Enumeration.
The topic directs towards a continuation.
It’s a description of a same theme.

How’s the beach?
There’s some wind,
the water is clear; it’s hot

Result

Relation that express the e↵ect of an action.

It rains. The place is muddy.

Parallel

Relation between two events
that take place simultaneously.
Common theme, structural isomorphism.

Marta studies, Matteo reads

Explanation

Relation of cause-e↵et of events.
Justification.

He fell. Paul pushed him.

Elaboration

Relation of inclusion between events or states.
Part/whole.
Clarification and specification are elaborations.

Contrast

Relation opposing two events or two states
(usually expressed by “but”)

The square is round;
there’s a statue in the middle.
The bike crushed against the car.
The biker fell and got hurt.
Pierre is sick; but not Mary”

Table 5.1: SDRT discourse relations
Since we are dealing with a two-agent conversation, we will also exploit the closed set
of SDRT relations that were added for dialogue exchanges. The table 5.2 below show the
RR that have been added to the initial ones for dialogue modelling.
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RRd

Function

Question-answer pair (QAP)

The answer P is supposed to provide the
information asked by the question Q.
We have PQAP (Partial QAP) and
IQAP (Indirect QAP).

Subordinate questions (Q-Sub)

Questions about mutual knowledge.
They rely on the speakers’ common ground
(not to confuse them with QAP, which rely on the discourse plan)
In this class we find clarifications, corrections, reformulations,
etc. (written Q-Sub : clarification, QSub : précision, etc.)

Knowledge elaboration (Elab)

It adds information to the mutual knowledge.
Clarifications, corrections, reformulations are in this class.
(written Elab : clarification, Elab : correction, etc.)

Delegations of action (RAP)

Request of action followed by the action itself, with the aim
of resolve a goal.
(PRAP: partial response-action, et IRAP indirect action).

Plan elaborations (P-Elab)

Contribution to the construction of a conjoint ground.
This latter becomes the context of action that brings to the
resolution of a goal.

Question elaboration Q-Élab

Contribution to the construction of a plan through a question Q

Elaboration of the aim (R-Elab)

Contribution to the construction of a goal
when the goal is already stated.

Contrast/Correction

Relation opposing two events or two states between two speakers.
q provides a correction of the semantics by substituting a part of p or the whole p.

Table 5.2: SDRT - dialogue rhetorical relations
These two sets of relations will all be exploited whether to account for the conversion into argument structures or to account for the context in which disagreement and
argumentation lie. For instance a relation of SDRT such as Contrast/Correction can
be interfaced 2 with Rebuttals in argumentative theories. As far as the context is concerned, we recall from the introductory chapter that, given the conversation below we can
represent the whole structure through SDRT relations as in Figure 5.2.
(28) - [Clara will fail her exams.]1 [She did not work hard.]2
- [Clara?]3 [She worked non-stop.]4

1
Expl.

2

Correction

3

π1

Continuation

4

Figure 5.2: SDRT graph
2

As I have mentioned before, some structural rules need to be specified for the parallel to be drawn
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This is extremely important since if we consider some more complex conversations,
it is impossible to detect disagreement only starting from argumentation theory. Let us
consider:
(29)

S1 : [Weed (Marijuana) should be legalised]p1 , [but under heavy regulation.]p2 [My reasoning for legalisation lay on
the point of reducing the crime]p3 , [transport]p4 [and sale of weed]p5 . [By legalising weed]p6 , [it eliminates much
of the need for illegal sale of weed]p7 , [giving its consumers a trustable and legal source to purchase the drug.]p8
S2 : [I don’t agree with the heavy regulations.]p9 [The heavier the regulation, the harder and more expensive it is
to comply.]p10 [This raises the price]p11 [and limits the availability of legal weed]p12 , [which will turn people to the
black market that we are trying to eliminate through legalization]p13 .

According to argumentation theory (Freeley & Steinberg, 2013; Peldszus, 2018; Walton, 2009), we have the following argument structures3 :
• Arg(p1 S1 , p3,4,5 , S1 ) = [Weed (Marijuana) should be legalised]p1 [My reasoning for
legalisation lay on the point of reducing the crime]p3 , [transport]p4 [and sale of
weed]p5 .
• Arg(p6 S1 , p7 S1 ) = [By legalising weed]p6 , [it eliminates much of the need for illegal
sale of weed]p7
• Arg(p7 S1 , p8 S1 ) = [it eliminates much of the need for illegal sale of weed]p7 , [giving
its consumers a trustable and legal source to purchase the drug.]p8
• Arg(p9 S2 , p10 S2 ) = [I don’t agree with the heavy regulations.]p9 [The heavier the
regulation, the harder and more expensive it is to comply.]p10
• Arg(p10 S2, p11,12 S2 ) = [The heavier the regulation, the harder and more expensive
it is to comply.]p10 [This raises the price]p11 [and limits the availability of legal
weed]p12
• Arg(p12 S2 , p13 S2 ) = [and limits the availability of legal weed]p12 , [which will turn
people to the black market that we are trying to eliminate through legalization]p13 .
Reading the arguments in a row, we may notice two facts:
1. Proposition p9 rebuts something that is not included in the argumentative structures.
2. Premises and conclusions repeat themselves to introduce new premises and conclusions (for instance, propositions p10 and p12 )
To solve the first issue, namely, missing links between what the argument includes
and what the argument is pointing to outside the argument structure, we will exploit the
SDRT graphs. This gives rise the the representation below4 :
3

S1 and S2 represent the speakers, while p1 to pn represent the propositional contents of (29).
t1,2,..,n represent the time of utterance or turn, S1 and S2 represent the speakers 1 and 2 respectively
and the text represent the propositional content p of the utterance. So, t1 , S1 means: speaker 1 utters p
in turn 1.
4
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R1

p1,S1

R1
Contrast

Contrast

p2,S1

p9,S2
Explanation

Explanation

R3

p10,S2
Result
Continuation
p11,S2

R4
p12,S2
Result
p13,S2

R6
Continuation

p3,S1

Continuation

p4,S1

p5,S1

Narration

R3

p6,S1

Result
R3

p7,S1
Result

p8,S1

Figure 5.3: Interface dialogue-argumentation for Example (29)
The coloured boxes represent the arguments listed above (labelled as Rn ), while the
rest of the graph is in the form of an SDRT graph. In this way, we can account for the
whole conversation and assert that argument Arg(p9 S2 , p10 S2 ) rebuts a simple assertion
(which is the speaker condition on his reasons for legalizing weed) represented by p2 =
[but under heavy regulations]. In fact, there is no way we can account for p2 according
to argumentation theories only. It cannot be a premise, as it doesn’t support the conclusion p1 nor a conclusion as it is not supported by any previous proposition. SDRT, on
the contrary, set a link Contrast within the same speaker (condition on what has been
said), allowing for the relations Rebut, which includes also the proposition expressing the
disagreement between the two speakers, to be expressed. This way of representing argumentation interfaced with dialogue will constitute the context in which disagreement and
further disagreement resolution is produced.
The second issue of the recursivity of premises and conclusions in di↵erent argument
structures, will be discussed at the end of this thesis, while treating the challenging nature
of complex arguments.
Now that we have understood what SDRT rhetorical relations are and how they can
serve our purpose of detecting disagreement in argumentative texts, we can move on to
the argumentation module.

5.2

Argumentation module

As it has been mentioned in the introduction, the elements composing an argument aren’t
universals and the lack of homogeneity in defining the basic components of an argument
a↵ects the construction of the relations between the components themselves. Therefore, in
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what follows, I will set up definitions and try to ascribe the components of argumentation
to a homogeneous frame.

Elementary argumentative units (EAUs)
The aim of this section is to define the elementary argumentative units, which are the
mandatory minimal parts of an argument and distinguish them from other portions of
text that cannot be considered as parts of arguments. Therefore, I want to first draw
a distinction between a statement and other components of an argument. I will call a
simple statement ”claim” for convenience:
Definition 1 (Claims). A set of statements subject to truth-conditions.
Contrary to a claim, premises and conclusion are defined in function of each other:
Definition 2 (Premises). A set of statements providing reason or support for a conclusion.
Definition 3 (Inferential default rules). Set of rules that allow to construct a conclusion.
Definition 4 (Conclusion). A distinguished statement justified by a set of premises and
obtained through an implicit or explicit inferential reasoning.
The previous definitions allow us to define what an argument structure is. It is defined
as:
Definition 5 (Argument structure). A structure composed of premises, conclusion and
a set of inferential rules.
Not all parts of an argument are compulsory to define an argument as such, so it
is necessary to define the minimal argumentative structure. The picture below gives a
graphical representation of the all components of an argument:

Premise

Inferential
reasoning

Conclusion

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.4: Elementary Argumentative Units
Elements (a) and (c), surrounded by a straight line, will be considered as compulsory
for an argument to be called as such. In fact, I assume that an argument has a minimal
structure made of at least one premise and one conclusion. Any structure lacking one of
these two minimal elements won’t be considered to be an argument, but simply a claim.
Element (b) will be considered optional in the argument structure. It can explicitly
be stated though the means of natural language or be implicit. Therefore, a minimal
argument to be called as such has the constraint of being made of a set of premises(with
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at least one premise) and a conclusion, with optional inferential reasoning between the
two. The complete argument box is shown in the Figure below:
ARGUMENT

premise1 premise2

Inferential reasoning

conclusion

Figure 5.5: Basic argument structure
Figure 5.5 shows a set of premises and a conclusion as compulsory elements of an argument
box. The inferential reasoning is surrounded by segmented lines to highlight its optional
explicitness. Since inferential default rules in argumentation have often an implicit nature,
we won’t take them into consideration in this work. The structure in Figure 5.5 has the
main purposes of excluding segments of discourse that are not further justified by any
statements or claims as they wouldn’t be connected by any arrow in the box and draw
the distinction between a claim and an argument.
Now that we have defined an argument, its minimal structure and its components,
we should define the possible argument operations between the elementary argumentative units, taking into account the distinctions we have drawn and if the link has to be
made within components of a speaker argument or between components of two speakers’
arguments.

Argument operations
We have seen in the first chapter how an argument and a counter-argument can be built
according to types of support and rebuttals. We have seen that many of the approaches
used nowadays conceive the interactions within arguments in terms of support or attack.
However, there are still many points that constitute an issue, the main one being the lack
of proper distinction between an argument and its parts. In fact, when we analyse the
possible relations between arguments and within the components of an argument we must
account for three distinct phenomena:
1. The distinction between a simple argument and a complex argument.
2. The way elements in both a simple and complex argument structure interact with
each other.
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3. The way the elements between two arguments brought up by two di↵erent speakers
interact with each other.
This analysis involves a more detailed study not only of the interaction between units,
but also of the interaction between blocks of units. Therefore, in this section we propose
to draw a distinction between:
1. Simple argumentative structure and complex argumentative structure.
2. Argumentative structure within a speaker and between speakers.
The aim of this classification is to clearly distinguish internal relations (for example,
support between a premise and a conclusion of an argument) and external relations (for
example the rebuttal of a premise inside an argument from a speaker whose speech lies
outside the argument).
Let us first define a complex argumentative structure.
Definition 6 (Complex argument structure). Two or more argument structures composed
of premises, conclusions, where the conclusions can become the premises of other di↵erent
conclusions.
This must not be confused with the undercut.
Definition 7 (Undercut). Two or more argument structures composed of premises that
are not linked between each other and one common conclusion.
Figure 4 is a graphical representation showing the di↵erence between a simple and a
complex argument structure, while Figure 5 shows the di↵erence between undercut and
a complex argument structure.
UNDERCUT

ARGUMENT

ARGUMENT1

ARGUMENT2

premise1 premise2

premise3

premise4

premise1 premise2

Inferential reasoning

Inferential reasoning

Inferential reasoning

conclusion

conclusion

(a) Simple argument

(b) Undercut

Figure 5.6: Di↵erence between simple argument and undercut
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UNDERCUT

ARGUMENT1

COMPLEX ARGUMENT

ARGUMENT2

premise1 premise2

premise3

Inferential reasoning

ARGUMENT1

ARGUMENT2

premise1 premise2

premise4

Inferential reasoning

premise3

premise4

Inferential reasoning

Inferential reasoning

conclusion1

conclusion2

conclusion1+conclusion2

conclusion

(a) Undercut

(b) Complex argument

Figure 5.7: Di↵erence between undercut and complex argument
As we may notice, the set of premises and inferential reasoning layer of Figure 5.6b
belong to their isolated arguments respectively. However, the two arguments share a
common conclusion. One simple example that instantiate this representation is:
(30) [We should tear the building down.]C [It’s full of asbestos.]P1 [Moreover, people don’t
like it]P3
where:
C is the common conclusion
P1 is a premise belonging to the set of premises of ARGUMENT1 in Figure 5.6b
P3 is a premise belonging to the set of premises of ARGUMENT2 in Figure 5.6b
Now that the distinction between simple and complex argumentative structure has
been drawn, we can proceed defining:
• The relations available within a speaker frame in a simple argument
• The relations available within a speaker frame in a complex argument
• The relations available between two speakers’ arguments
The relations are divided into two main groups: support relations and rebuttals, which
I will explain into details in what follows.
Support
A support within a speaker argument (Support within A) concerns a simple argument
(made of one single argumentative box) of one speaker.
As shown in the table below, this relation is available between two premises and
between a premise and a conclusion. In the table, as well as in the tables that will follow,
P stands for premise, C for conclusion and A for argument.
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The second support group (Support between A) concerns a complex argument (made of
at least two arguments) of one speaker. This relation is available between two arguments,
one argument and a conclusion and one argument and a premise.
Support within A

Example

(P, P, link)

[We should tear the building down.]C
[It’s full of asbestos.]P
[They are dangerous for the health.]P

(P, P, multiple)

[We should tear the building down.]C
[It’s full of asbestos.]P
[It’s also a very old building.]P

(P, C)

[We should tear the building down.]C
[It’s full of asbestos.]P

Table 5.3: Support within argument components
The second relation concerns a complex argument (made of at least two arguments)
of one speaker.
Support
between A

Example

(A, A)

A: [We should tear that building down. It’s full of asbestos.]A
B: Who said that it’s full of asbestos?
A: [American cancer Society has reported high level of silicates in the building.
It must be demolished.]A

(A, C)

A: [[We should tear that building down.]C It’s full of asbestos.]A
B: I think we should only clean it up.
A: [Asbestos particles stay also after cleaning up.
It must be demolished.]A

(A, P)

A: [We should tear that building down. [It’s full of asbestos.]P ]A
B: Who said that it’s full of asbestos?
A: [American cancer Society has reported high level of silicates in the building.
This means that there are asbestos in there.]A

Table 5.4: Support between argument components
In the same way a Support link can stand between di↵erent components of an argument
or two entire arguments, a Rebut link can stand between simple statements, conclusions,
premises and arguments.
Rebut
The first group of Rebuttals (Rebut between A) concerns (i) the rebuttals between the
components of an argument of two di↵erent speakers or (ii) the rebuttal of an argument
through another argument from two di↵erent speakers as shown in the Table below:
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Rebut
between A

Example

(A, A)

A: [We should tear that building down. It’s full of asbestos.]A
B: [Nobody reported the presence of asbestos in that building, so it shouldn’t be demolished.]A

(A, C)

A: [[We should tear that building down.]C It’s full of asbestos.]A
B: [That building is very important for our citizens, so I think we should try to save it.]

(A, P)

A: [We should tear that building down. [It’s full of asbestos.]P ]A
B: [That building must be tore down only because it is very old and dangerous for the employees.]A

Table 5.5: Rebut between argument components
Rebuttals do not only include arguments, but also utterances that are not part of
argument structures. We have defined them as Claims. The table below shows the possible
combinations for the relation Rebut. The link is available for arguments, conclusions,
premises and claims (labelled as S)
Rebut

Example

(S, C)

A: [[We should tear that building down.]C It’s full of asbestos.]A
B: [I don’t think we should demolish it but only clean it up.]S

(S, P)

A: [We should tear that building down. [It’s full of asbestos.]P ]A
B: [Nobody reported the presence of asbestos in that building.]S

Table 5.6: Rebut between argument components and claims
The whole framework of argumentation will be adapted later on in order to make it
suitable for disagreement detection. We will see that, for instance, it is vital to understand
what parts of an argument are acknowledged or refused to understand if a disagreement
is partial or total and what component of the argument (or the whole argument) is to be
invalidated.
Until now we have defined the discourse, dialogue and argumentation module. The
elements that we need to retain are:
1. The two sets of rhetorical relations for both discourse and dialogue issued from
SDRT
2. The definitions of the EAUs
3. The definitions of Undercut and Complex Arguments
4. The argument operations between speakers and within one speaker
Starting from the modules of Argumentation, Discourse and Dialogue that have been
defined and modified in this chapter and from the elements listed above, we will now
build the interface needed to model disagreement layer.
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Chapter 6
Towards the interface argumentation
- dialogue
In order to detect disagreement by exploiting rhetorical relations and argument operations,
we must define a system that enables us to parse both of them in parallel and further
establish rules for disagreement detection. The rules will have to meet the following
criteria specified in the previous chapter:
• Keep argument components and claims separated
• Specify, in the case of an argument, whether we encounter a premise or a conclusion
• Account for di↵erent argumentative structures (simple, simple with multiple premises,
undercuts, etc.)
• Specify the relations of Rebut between speakers’ utterances and of Support within
a speaker discourse.
The first step to construct the rules is mapping the argument structure onto the
discourse structure. To do so, we must initially understand if discourse structure and the
argumentation structure are (iso-)morphic.

6.1

Morphism going from discourse relations to argument operations

We have seen that an argument has a precise structure made of premises and conclusions.
We have also seen that premises and conclusions from the same speaker are linked through
a Support operation. On the contrary, we have seen that two segments in discourse can
be linked by a wide set of relations. If argumentation is entirely expressible starting from
discourse relations as pointed out in Asher and Afastenos (Afantenos & Asher, 2014),
this means that argument structures and discourse structures should be isomorphic and
that there should be a one-to-one mapping between dialogue operations and discourse
relations. Let us consider the following example:
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(31) A: [We should legalize drug.]p1 [This would reduce crime]p2
Within the SDRT framework, p1 and p2 are linked through the rhetorical relation Result.
For argumentation theory there is a link of Support between p1 and p2 . Furthermore, p1
is a premise and p2 its conclusion. Starting from the example above, we may state that
every time we have a Support link between two segments in the argumentation theory,
there is a Result link in discourse and vice-versa. The figure below shows the SDRT graph
and the argument strucutures for the example (31) above:
Arg
p1

p1

Result

Support

p2

p2

SDRT

ARG

Figure 6.1: Functioning of Support and Result
We may notice that there is a structural similarity between the argument structure and
the discourse structure, however, the two structures aren’t isomorphic. First of all, more
SDRT relations can be mapped onto the argument operation of Support. For instance in
the example1 :
(32) A: [I think we should go for the black car]p1 [because it will not get dirty as easier
as the white one.]p2
there is an Explanation link between p1 and p2 according to the SDRT and ,again, a
Support link between the premise and the conclusion in the argumentative structure. The
same applies for the SDRT relation of Consequence.
From the examples above we may conclude that there is a sort of correspondence
between the argument structure and discourse structure, but the two are not isomorphic.
In the next section we will see to what extent they di↵er and, especially, if there are any
regularities in the way they di↵er.

6.2

Di↵erence between argument structures and discourse structures

As I have pointed out in the previous section, there seem to be some morphism between
argumentative structures and discourse structures for some set of SDRT relations and
argument operations. However, the two structures also di↵er in some ways. Let us
consider again examples (17) and (18):
1

Throughout this thesis modality is not taken into account as it would lead to the need of a deep
analysis that is out of the scope of this work
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Arg
p1

p1

Result

Support

p2

p2

SDRT

ARG

Figure 6.2: Functioning of Support and Result
The relation Result gives rise to an argument structures of support, where the p2
becomes the conclusion and p1 becomes the premise supporting the conclusion p2 . The
same does not apply to example (18):
Arg
p1

p2
Explanation

Support

p2

p1

SDRT

ARG

Figure 6.3: Functioning of Support and Explanation
In this case, the relation Explanation gives rise to an argument structures of support,
where p2 becomes the premise and p1 becomes the conclusion supported by the premise
p2 .
In other words, the orientation of the SDRT graph doesn’t account for the orientation
of the premises and conclusions in argumentation. We must, therefore, be very careful if
we try to map them onto each other.
Another main di↵erence concerns the Rebut relation in argumentation and the Contrast relation in SDRT. Let us consider these two examples:
(33) A: [We should go for the black car]p1 [since it won’t get dirty as easier as the white
one]p2
B: [I want the white car.]p3
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Speaker_A
simple_argument
p1,A

contrast

p3,B
p2

premise

Speaker_B

Explanation

Rebut
claim
p3

p2,A

p1 conclusion

SDRT

ARG

Figure 6.4: Mapping Contrast into Rebut: conclusion
(34) A: [We should go for the black car]p1 [since it won’t get dirty as easier as the white
one]p2
B: [Black cars get dirty as easily as the white ones.]p3
Speaker_A
simple_argument
p1,A
p2

premise

Speaker_B

Explanation
Rebut
p2,A

contrast

p3,B

claim
p3

p1 conclusion

SDRT

ARG

Figure 6.5: Mapping Contrast into Rebut: premise
The representation Contrast, as well as the one for Correction in the SDRT can somehow account for the di↵erence between the argument structures in Figures 6.4 and 6.5
according to the Right Frontier Constraint (RFC) introduced by Asher et al.,(2003):
Definition 8. For monologue, a node ⇡x is on the RF of a graph G if either ⇡x is Last,
or ⇡x is related to Last via a series of subordinating (Sub) edges, or ⇡x is a CDU that
includes a node in RFG.
Therefore, SDRT structures allows for the conversion into a Rebuttal of a premise or
a conclusion. However, as soon as we encounter structures where the contrast scopes on
both premises and conclusion (or, in other words, on the whole argument), SDRT cannot
be converted straight away. Let us consider:
(35) A: [Let’s go for the black car]p1 [since it won’t get dirty as easier as the white one]p2
B: [If you leave in the countryside as we do with all this wind and sand the black
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car will get dirty easier]p3 [and I also find the black car ugly.]p4 [So, let’s get the
white car]p5

Speaker_A
p1,A

p2

Explanation

p2,A

Speaker_B

simple_argument

contrast

p3,B

Parallel

p4,B

premise

Undercut

Rebut

p3 premise

p1 conclusion

premise p4

p5 conclusion
Rebut

Result
contrast
p5,B

SDRT

ARG

Figure 6.6: Mapping Contrast into Rebut: argument
In the example above there is a missing link of Contrast between p5 and p1 in the
SDRT (segmented line). Moreover, the structural morphism between the two structures
is hard to see directly.
The fact that argumentation structures and dialogue structures aren’t isomorphic does
not mean that we cannot represent argumentation through SDRT relations. However, we
cannot state that discourse relations alone can entirely account for argument structures
and operations.
In the next section, where I will build the interface dialogue-argumentation, I will
include some structural rules to map argumentation onto SDRT relations and allow the
above conversions to be taken into consideration.

6.3

Building the interface dialogue-argumentation

In the next sections I will start building the interface dialogue-argumentation. This will
be done in two steps: (i) by first mapping the SDRT relations into argument operations
and (ii) by constructing a set of rules that enable the parsing of both in parallel.
One important element we need to specify for the interface argumentation dialogue is
whether or not argument operations can be all or partly expressed in terms of dialogue
relations or vice-versa. To do so, we need first to closely understand what the relations
for each set (argument operations or dialogue-discourse relations) express, imply and map
the onto each other, as I will highlight in what follows.

6.3.1

Mapping the relations

There exist three logical possibilities when mapping dialogue relations onto argument
operations:
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• Each RR or RRD can be mapped onto one AO
• Only some of the RR or RRD can be mapped onto each AOs
• Part of the RR or RRD can be mapped onto some AO
The tables below show the discourse (DRs) and dialogue (RRds) relations and their
possible argument operations’ (AOs) counterparts:
RR,RRd

AO

RR,RRd

AO

Narration

None

Continuation

Chameleon

Result

Support

Parallel

Chameleon

Explanation

Support

Elaboration

None

Question-answer pair

None

Contrast

Chameleon

Subordinate questions

None

Knowledge elaboration

None

Delegation of action

None

Plan elaboration

None

Question Elaboration

None

Elaboration of the aim

None

Consequence

Support

Table 6.1: DRs and DDRs mapped onto AOs
We may notice that only part of the RR and RRDs can be mapped into AOs. On the
contrary all AOs can be associated to some RRds. This is not always done directly: in
particular, the relation “Chameleon” works as a wildcard. This means that, according to
the what relation precedes or follow, the argument structure or operation resulting from
it will be di↵erent. The “None” value points to the fact that the relation only belongs to
the discourse-dialogue layer and there is no counterpart in the argumentation layer. The
other relations easily map onto each other. In particular:
1. There is a morphism between Elaboration and Support, Explanation and Support
and Results and Support
2. The Parallel relation is also a Support if the Parallel relation goes from a premise
to a second premise (coordinate relation between two segments having each a subsegment of Elaboration or Explanation.
3. Continuation is also a Support if the continuation goes from a premise to a second
premise (coordinate relation between two segments having each a sub-segment of
Elaboration or Explanation.
4. Contrast is a Rebut only when the two segments in contrasts belong to di↵erent
speakers.
In order to account for the distinction between a direct mapping (e.g Support, Result
and a “Chameleon” mapping (e.g Continuation), in what follows I will introduce a set of
rules for the conversion SDRT-argumentation. At the end of the chapter I will show some
examples of the mapping, together with the application of the rules.
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6.3.2

Rules for argument-dialogue relations

From the previous consideration we can create a new set of relations that are supposed to
work for both argumentation and dialogue. It is important to point out that as I assumed
that argumentation is contained in discourse and dialogue, the argument operation will
be the one to be replaced where needed. The reason is that not everything that belongs
to the discourse layer can be considered as being part of the argumentation layer, but it is
the case for the contrary. For instance, not every Explanation in a dialogue is a Support,
while every Explanation contained in an argument structure going from a premise to a
conclusion is a Support. What constitutes the constraint to whether the relation signals
the presence of an argument is the combination of more relations. The table below show
the set of relations that work for both dialogue and argumentation (Chameleon and direct
mappings). The other SDRT relations (the values associated to “None” in table 6.1 will
be ignored in the conversion of SDRT relations into argument structures.
Argument-dialogue relations (ADs)
Parallel
Continuation
Result

Contrast
Explanation
Consequence

Table 6.2: DRs and DDRs for conversion
These relations come with structural rules for detecting arguments. In what follows I
will construct all the rules. Some examples will be given at the end of the section.
The encoding of the graph is in the form of Prolog rules. We must keep in mind these
notations and considerations:
• Each node of the SDRT graph represent a proposition Proposition(x).
• Each relations is encoded as a predicate of arity 2 (e.g Eplanation(1,2))
• For each proposition we have the information about the speaker such that : Speaker(x,S1).
• We use the pre-defined functions for lists Head and Last, representing the first and
the last element of the list. So, when we have, for instance, Last(P rems) this means
“the last element of the list Prems”. The same applies to Head(P rems), which has
to be read “the first element of the list Prems”.
• The head is the latest added premise and premises are always expressed into square
brackets.
• Concerning the arguments, we use the predicate SimpleArg of arity 3, where the
first parameter is a list of premises, the second is the conclusion and the last one
represent the speaker.
The rules must be read as follows: I↵ right part of :- , then left part of :- .
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Claim definition
Rule 1. defines the constraints for a proposition in the SDRT graph to further be a claim
in the argumentation graph.
Claim ( p1 ) :−
not ( E l a b o r a t i o n ( p1 , p2 ) ) ,
not ( Consequence ( p1 , p2 ) ) ,
not ( R e s u l t ( p1 , p2 ) ) .

Construction of simple arguments with one premise
Rule 2 (Simple argument: Explanation). This set of Rules handles three cases:
(i) it converts a SDRT structure made of Explanation(p1 , p2 ) into an argumentative structure Arg(p1 , p2 ). In particular, Arg(p1 , p2 ) is a simple argument made of only one premise
[p2 ] ([p2 ] is a list containing only one element) and one conclusion p1 .
(ii) it converts the SDRT structures made of Consequence(p1 , p2 ) into an argumentative
structure Arg(p1 , p2 ) made of one premise [p1 ] ([p1 ] is a list containing only one element))
and one conclusion p2 .
(iii) it converts the SDRT structures made of Result(p1 , p2 ) into an argumentative structure Arg(p1 , p2 ) made of one premise [p1 ] ([p1 ] is a list containing only one element)) and
one conclusion p2 . The order of premises and conclusions are inverted according to the
SDRT relation employed and always expressed in square brackets.
SimpleArg ( [ p2 ] , p1 , s p e a k e r ) :− E x p l ( p1 , p2 ) ,
S p e a k e r ( p1 , s p e a k e r ) ,
S p e a k e r ( p2 , s p e a k e r ) .

SimpleArg ( [ p1 ] , p2 , s p e a k e r ) :− Consequence ( p1 , p2 ) ,
S p e a k e r ( p1 , s p e a k e r ) ,
S p e a k e r ( p2 , s p e a k e r ) .

SimpleArg ( [ p1 ] , p2 , s p e a k e r ) :− R e s u l t ( p1 , p2 ) ,
S p e a k e r ( p1 , s p e a k e r ) ,
S p e a k e r ( p2 , s p e a k e r ) .
Example. [Potatoes are the best hangover food]p1 [because they’re easy to prepare.]p2
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Speaker_A
simple_argument
p1
p2

premise

Explanation

p2

p1 conclusion

SDRT

ARG

Figure 6.7: Rule 2.1
I↵ there is an Explanation link between p1 and p2 , then transform into an argumentation graph where (i) p1 and p2 form an argument and (ii) p1 is the conclusion and p2 is
the premise.

Example. [Legalising weed]p1 [eliminates much of the need for illegal sale of weed.]p2
Speaker_A
simple_argument
p1
p1

premise

Result

p2

p2 conclusion

SDRT

ARG

Figure 6.8: Rule 2.2
I↵ there is a Result or Consequence link between p1 and p2 , then transform into an
argumentation graph where (i) p1 and p2 form an argument and (ii) p2 is the conclusion
and p1 is the premise.

Construction of simple arguments with multiple premises
Rule 3 (Simple argument: continuation and result or consequence). This set of Rules
handles two cases:
(i) it converts the combination of the SDRT relations Continuation + Consequence or
Result into an argumentative structure that is a simple argument Arg(p1,p2,p3) with multiple premises.
(ii) it converts the combination of the SDRT relations Continuation + Explanation into an
argumentative structure that is a simple argument Arg(p1,p2,p3) with multiple premises.
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SimpleArg ( [ p1 | Prems ] , p3 , s p e a k e r ) :− S p e a k e r ( p1 , s p e a k e r ) ,
C o n t i n u a t i o n ( p1 , Head ( Prems ) ) ,
SimpleArg ( Prems , p3 , s p e a k e r ) .
Example. [There are many ways to cook potatoes]p1 [and they’re great comfort food.]p2
[Therefore, they are the best hangover food.]p3
Speaker_A
simple_argument

p1

Continuation

p1

p2

premise

premise p2

Result
conclusion p3
p3

SDRT

ARG

Figure 6.9: Rule 3.1
I↵ there is a relation of Consequence or Result between p2 and p3 and a Continuation
between p1 and p2 then, transform into a graph where p2 and p3 form an argument (Rule
2), p3 is the conclusion and p2 is the premise and the latest attached node (p1 ) is an
additional premise. The argument is then composed by multiple premises p1 , p2 and the
conclusion p3 .
Example. [Potatoes are the best hangover food]p1 [because there’s many ways to prepare
them,]p2 [and they’re great comfort food.]p3
Speaker_A
simple_argument

p2

p1

premise

premise p3

Explanation
conclusion p1

Continuation
p2

p3

SDRT

ARG

Figure 6.10: Rule 3.2
I↵ there is an Explanation between p1 and p2 and a Continuation between p2 and
p3 then, transform into a graph where p1 and p2 form an argument (Rule 1), p1 is the
conclusion and p2 is the premise (Rule 10) and the last attached node (p3 ) is an additional
premise. The argument is then composed by multiple premises p2 , p3 and the conclusion
p1 .
As we may notice the rules are made to handle both premise-conclusion ordering
(Rules 2 and 3) and recursivity (Rule 4).
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Undercut
Rule 4 (Simple argument with multiple unrelated premises (Undercut)). This set of
Rules handles two cases:
(i) it converts the combination of the SDRT relations Consequence or Result + Parallel
into an argumentative structure that is a simple argument Arg(p1,p2,p3) with multiple
unrelated premises ((an Undercut where more unrelated premises support the same conclusion).
(ii) it converts the combination of the SDRT relations Explanation + Parallel into an
argumentative structure that is a simple argument Arg(p1,p2,p3) with multiple unrelated
premises (an Undercut where more unrelated premises support the same conclusion).
SimpleArg ( [ p3 | Prems ] , p1 , s p e a k e r ) :− S p e a k e r ( p3 , s p e a k e r ) ,
SimpleArg ( Prems , p1 , s p e a k e r ) ,
P a r a l l e l ( Head ( Prems ) , p3 ) .
Example. [Potatoes are the best hangover food]p1 [because they are easy to prepare.]p2
[Moreover it’s very unlikely that someone doesn’t like them.]p3
Speaker_A
simple_argument

p2

p1

premise

premise p3

Explanation
conclusion p1
p2

Parallel

p3

SDRT

ARG

Figure 6.11: Rule 4.1
I↵ there is an Explanation between p1 and p2 and a Parallel between p2 and p3 then,
transform into an Undercut, where p1 and p2 form an argument, p1 is the conclusion and
p2 is the premise and the latest attached node (p3 ) is an additional premise. The argument
is then composed by multiple unrelated premises p2 , p3 and the conclusion p1 .
Example. [It’s very unlikely that someone doesn’t like potatoes.]p1 [They are also easy to
prepare.]p2 [Therefore, they are the best hangover food.]p3
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Speaker_A
simple_argument

p1

Parallel

p1

p2

premise

premise p2

Result
conclusion p3
p3

SDRT

ARG

Figure 6.12: Rule 4.2
I↵ there is a relation of Consequence or Result between p2 and p3 and a Parallel
between p1 and p2 then, transform into an Undercut where p2 and p3 form an argument,
p3 is the conclusion and p1 is the premise and the latest attached node (p1 ) is an additional
premise. The argument is then composed by multiple unrelated premises p1 , p2 and the
conclusion p3 .
Until now we have performed the following operations:
• Converting SDRT relations of Explanation,Consequence,Result between propositions into the argument operation of Support between premises and conclusions
• Accounted for premise-conclusion ordering
This step was necessary to construct the argument structures that are needed to
detect the relations of Contrast, which can be mapped into Rebuttals and further define
disagreement. Therefore, we will now try to model Contrasts and Rebuttals by exploiting
the structural rules 1 to 4 and to build new rules for disagreement detection.
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Chapter 7
Modelling disagreement at the
interface
We now focus on the detection of disagreement starting from the rules that we defined in
chapter 3. In particular, we are interested in identifying
1. The claim being argued
• Is it a simple claim or is it followed or preceded by some facts or evidence used
to prove it? (argument)
2. The disagreement
• The type of disagreement (about facts or reasons)
• To what extent two agents disagree(partially or totally)
In this sense, the rules for the construction of simple arguments and undercuts (Rule
5 to 9) will help us detecting the argument structures. Starting from them, the next rules
for rebuttals (Rules 13 to 16) will help us detecting when a disagreement occurs and,
together with the rules for premise-conclusion ordering we have defined in the previous
chapter, help understanding if the disagreement occurred is partial or total, about facts
or reasons. I will first provide an introduction explaining why I am particularly interested
in individuating the scope (or target) of the disagreement between two agents.

7.1

The scope of disagreement

Someone may have notice that while we are involved in a discussion with a second person
and we disagree with each other, many expression of clarification on the disagreement itself
come up. We often hear, for instance, “I haven’t said that I disagree on the fact that [..],
but only with [..]”. This even happened to me one week ago while discussing about the
right of re-opening some facilities during the lockdown due to Covid-19. Someone was
trying to conceive me to sign a petition to reopen theaters and small cinemas bringing
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about the argument “We should reopen cinemas and theaters because they do respect the
security measures and they have been the more penalized categories during 2020”. After
responding with quite a long argument and explaining the reasons why I was unsure about
signing the petition, I came to understand that the person thought that I was against
the re-opening of theaters and cinemas. However, my argument was just pointing to the
fact that considering a category “the more penalized category” during a this pandemic
is a slippery slope and that this fact should not constitute a reason for arguing that a
special type of category has more rights than another one. In many conversations we
tend to just use the term “disagreement” to point to the fact that people have opposite
point of views and we often forget that this is true only if this definition can be completed
with “about something”. This “something” does not always constitute an entire set of
beliefs, but, more often part of the set. The consequence of detecting disagreement in
texts without taking into account this fact makes every disagreement fall into a larger
class called ”counter-argumentation”. A counterargument, then, can be used to rebut an
objection to a premise, a conclusion or a simple statement. This includes an extreme wide
class of phenomena such as rebuttals, replies, counter-statement, invalidation of reasons
and even simple responses. Not only this perspective makes it very challenging to analyse
and distinguish the phenomena above, but it also strengthen too much and without any
reason the notion of disagreement itself.
With the above considerations in mind, I will continue the creation of the rules of the
previous chapter taking into account the relations of Contrast. The rules will allow to take
into account the scope of the disagreement, or, in other words, the target of the Contrast
relations that will further be converted into Rebuttals in the argumentative graphs. More
precisely, I will consider that there is an argument if it is possible to convert a group of
propositions in a SDRT graph into argumentative structures according to our previous
rules 1 to 4, no matter what the nature of the argument is ( simple, simple with multiple
premises or undercut). In this case, the scope of disagreement is supposed to be whether
on a premise, a conclusion or the entire argument, or , in other words, partial or total.
If there is no structure falling under rules 1 to 4, we will consider that we are confronted
with a set of simple claims. We will see that in the case of claims, disagreement tend to
be total.

Rules for rebuttal
Rule 5 (Rebut claim through argument). This rule handle two cases:
(i) it defines a Rebuttal of a Claim of Speaker A through an argument of speaker B when
there is a combination of the relations of Contrast + Explanation.
(ii) it defines a Rebuttal of a Claim of Speaker A through an argument of speaker B when
there is a combination of the relations of Contrast + Consequence or Result.
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RebutClArg ( p1 , [ p2 , p3 ] , s p e a k e r B ) :−
Claim ( p1 ) ,
S p e a k e r ( p1 , s p e a k e r A ) ,
SimpleArg ( [ p2 ] , p3 , s p e a k e r B ) ,
C o n t r a s t ( p1 , p2 ) .
RebutClArg ( p1 , [ p2 , p3 ] , s p e a k e r B ) :−
Claim ( p1 ) ,
S p e a k e r ( p1 , s p e a k e r A ) ,
SimpleArg ( [ p3 ] , p2 , s p e a k e r B ) ,
C o n t r a s t ( p1 , p2 ) .
Example. A: [I want to buy the white car.]p1A
B: [We should go for the black car]p2B [since it won’t get dirty as easier as the white
one]p3B

Speaker_B

p1

Speaker_B

p1

simple_argument
p1,A

Contrast

p2,B

p3

premise

simple_argument
p1,A

Rebut

Contrast

p2,B
Consequence
Result

Rebut
p2

premise

Explanation

p3,B

SDRT

p3,B

p2 conclusion

ARG

SDRT

p3 conclusion

ARG

Figure 7.1: Rebut claim through argument
Left-rule:
I↵ there is a relation of Contrast between p1 from speaker A and p2 from speaker B
and a link of Explanation between p2 of speaker B and p3 of speaker B then speaker B
rebuts A’s claim through argument Arg(p2 p3 ). Note that p1 must not be followed by any
further link of Explanation, Consequence or Result, according to Rule 1.
Right-rule
I↵ there is a relation of Contrast between p1 from speaker A and p2 from speaker B
and a link of Consequence or Result between p2 of speaker B and p3 of speaker B then
speaker B rebuts A’s claim through through argument Arg(p2 p3 ). Note that p1 must not
be followed by any further link of Explanation, Consequence or Result, according to Rule 1.

Rule 6 (Rebut premise through claim). This rule handle two cases:
(i) it defines a Rebuttal of a Premise of Speaker A through a Claim of speaker B when
there is a combination of the relations of Explanation + Contrast.
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(ii) it defines a Rebuttal of a Premise of Speaker A through a Claim of speaker B when
there is a combination of the relations of Consequence or Result + Contrast.
RebutPrCl ( p2 , p3 , s p e a k e r B ) ) :−
c l a i m ( p3 )
S p e a k e r ( p3 , s p e a k e r B ) ,
SimpleArg ( [ p2 ] , p1 , s p e a k e r A ) ,
C o n t r a s t ( p2 , p3 ) .
Example. B: [We should go for the black car]p1A [since it won’t get dirty as easier as the
white one]p2A .
A: [Black cars get as easily dirty as the white ones.]p3B

Speaker_A

p3

Speaker_A

p3

simple_argument

p1,A

simple_argument
p1,A

Rebut
p2

Explanation

Contrast

p3,B

premise

Rebut
premise

p1

Consequence
Result
p2,A Contrast

p3,B

p2,A
p1 conclusion

SDRT

conclusion p2

ARG

SDRT

ARG

Figure 7.2: Rebut premise through claim
Left-rule:
I↵ there is a relation of Explanation between p1 and p2 from speaker A and a Contrast
between p2 of speaker A and p3 of speaker B then speaker B rebuts A’s premise through
claim p3 . Note that p3 must not be followed by any further link of Explanation, Consequence or Result, according to Rule 1.
Right-rule
I↵ there is a relation of Consequence or Result between p1 and p2 from speaker A and
a Contrast between p1 of speaker A and p3 of speaker B then speaker B rebuts A’s premise
through claim p3 . Note that p3 must not be followed by any further link of Explanation,
Consequence or Result, according to Rule 1.

Rule 7 (Rebut conclusion through claim). This rule handle two cases:
(i) it defines a Rebuttal of a Conclusion of Speaker A through a Claim of speaker B when
there is a combination of the relations of Consequence or Result + Contrast.
(ii) it defines a Rebuttal of a Conclusion of Speaker A through a Claim of speaker B when
there is a combination of the relations of Explanation + Contrast.
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RebutCoCl ( p2 , p3 , s p e a k e r B ) ) :−
c l a i m ( p3 )
S p e a k e r ( p3 , s p e a k e r B ) ,
SimpleArg ( [ p1 ] , p2 , s p e a k e r A ) ,
C o n t r a s t ( p2 , p3 ) .
Example. A: [Black cars don’t get dirty as easier as the white one]p1A . [Therefore, we
should go for the black car]p2A
A: [I see, but I do want the white one. ]p3B
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p3

Speaker_A

p3

simple_argument

p1,A

simple_argument
p1,A

Rebut
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Consequence
Result
p2,A Contrast
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p2

Explanation
p3,B

p2,A
p2 conclusion
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Rebut

conclusion p1

ARG

SDRT

ARG

Figure 7.3: Rebut conclusion through claim
Left-rule:
I↵ there is a relation of Consequence or Result between p1 and p2 from speaker A
and a Contrast between p2 of speaker A and p3 of speaker B then speaker B rebuts A’s
conclusion through claim p3 . Note that p3 must not be followed by any further link of
Explanation, Consequence or Result, according to Rule 1.
Right-rule
I↵ there is a relation of Explanation between p1 and p2 from speaker A and a Contrast between p1 of speaker A and p3 of speaker B then speaker B rebuts A’s conclusion
through claim p3 . Note that p3 must not be followed by any further link of Explanation,
Consequence or Result, according to Rule 1.

Rule 8 (Rebut premise through argument). This rule handle two cases:
(i) the Rebuttal of a premise of speaker A through an argument brought about Speaker B
where there is a link of Consequence or Result between the argument whose premise is
rebutted by Speaker B.
(ii) the Rebuttal of a premise of speaker A through an argument brought about Speaker B,
where there is a link of Explanation between the argument whose premise is rebutted by
Speaker B.
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RebutPrArg ( p1 , [ p3 , p4 ] , s p e a k e r B ) ) :−
SimpleArg ( [ p1 ] , p2 , s p e a k e r A ) ,
SimpleArg ( [ p3 ] , p4 , s p e a k e r B ) ,
C o n t r a s t ( p1 , p3 ) .
RebutPrArg ( p1 , [ p3 , p4 ] , s p e a k e r B ) ) :−
SimpleArg ( [ p1 ] , p2 , s p e a k e r A ) ,
SimpleArg ( [ p4 ] , p3 , s p e a k e r B ) ,
C o n t r a s t ( p1 , p3 ) .
Example. A: [Black cars don’t get dirty as easier as the white one]p1A . [Therefore, we
should go for the black car]p2A
A: [If you leave near the beach as we do with all this sand and wind]p3B , [the black car
will get even dirtier than the white one. ]p4B
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p3,B
Explanation
Consequence
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Figure 7.4: Rebut premise through argument
Left-rule:
I↵ there is a relation of Consequence or Result between p1 and p2 from speaker A and
a relation of Consequence or Result or Explanation between p3 and p4 of speaker B and
I↵ there is a Contrast between p1 from speaker A and p3 from speaker B then speaker B
rebuts A’s premise through argument Arg(p3 p4 ).
Right-rule
I↵ there is a relation of Explanation between p1 and p2 from speaker A and a relation
of Consequence or Result or Explanation between p3 and p4 of speaker B and I↵ there is
a Contrast between p2 from speaker A and p3 from speaker B then speaker B rebuts A’s
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premise through argument Arg(p3 p4 ).

Rule 9 (Rebut conclusion through argument). This Rule handles two cases:
(i) the Rebuttal of a conclusion of speaker A through an argument brought about Speaker
B, where there is a link of Consequence or Result between the argument whose conclusion
is rebutted by Speaker B.
(ii) the Rebuttal of a conclusion of speaker A through an argument brought about Speaker
B, where there is a link of Explanation between the argument whose conclusion is rebutted
by Speaker B.
RebutPrArg ( p2 , [ p3 , p4 ] , s p e a k e r B ) ) :−
SimpleArg ( [ p1 ] , p2 , s p e a k e r A ) ,
SimpleArg ( [ p4 ] , p3 , s p e a k e r B ) ,
C o n t r a s t ( p2 , p3 ) .
RebutPrArg ( p2 , [ p3 , p4 ] , s p e a k e r B ) ) :−
SimpleArg ( [ p2 ] , p1 , s p e a k e r A ) ,
SimpleArg ( [ p4 ] , p3 , s p e a k e r B ) ,
C o n t r a s t ( p2 , p3 ) .
Example. A: [Black cars don’t get dirty as easier as the white ones]p1A . [Therefore, we
should go for the black car]p2A
A: [I see, but picking white can improve the car’s resale value, ]p3B [so I think we should
go for the white one. ]p4B
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Figure 7.5: Rebut conclusion through argument
Left-rule:
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Explanation
Consequence
Result
p4,B

I↵ there is a relation of Consequence or Result between p1 and p2 from speaker A and
a relation of Consequence or Result or Explanation between p3 and p4 of speaker B and
I↵ there is a Contrast between p2 from speaker A and p3 from speaker B then speaker B
rebuts A’s conclusion through argument Arg(p3 p4 ).
Right-rule
I↵ there is a relation of Explanation between p1 and p2 from speaker A and a relation
of Consequence or Result or Explanation between p3 and p4 of speaker B and I↵ there is
a Contrast between p1 from speaker A and p3 from speaker B then speaker B rebuts A’s
conclusion through argument Arg(p3 p4 ).

Rule 10 (Rebut claim through claim). Contrast This Rule handles the case where there
is a simple relation of Claim between two text segments from fidderent speakers.
R e b u t C l C l ( p1 , p2 , s p e a k e r B ) ) :−
Claim ( p1 , s p e a k e r A ) ,
Claim ( p2 , s p e a k e r B ) ,
C o n t r a s t ( p1 , p2 ) .
Now that we have mapped di↵erent types of SDRT structures into argumentative
structures in the presence of a Rebuttal, we can start defining disagreement relying on the
rules above.

7.1.1

Classifying disagreement

In order to classify disagreement, I will provide definitions linking the type of disagreement
involved with the set of rules 1 to 9 defined in Chapter 6 and 7.
Definition 9 (Argument conversion set). The argument conversation set allows for the
conversion of the SDRT graph into the argumentative corresponding graph according to
the rules one to four defined in the previous chapter. We define the set of argument
conversion A such that:
A = {Ri | i 2 {2, .., 4}}
Definition 10 (SDRT relation set). The SDRT relation set is the set of relations available
in the SDRT according to table 6.1. This set excludes the relations that have a direct
mapping to argument operations, such as Consequence, Result and Explanation. We
define the set of SDRT relation R such that:

R = Labels \ {Consequence, Explanation, Result, Continuation, P arallel}
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where Labels is the set of all the SDRT relations.
Definition 11 (Argument conversion function). Given a set of propositions P and the
set of rule A, the function A returns all the generated arguments by the application A on
P.
Definition 12 (Claim). A claim is defined as any fact generated by R1
Definition 13 (Disagreement). A disagreement is defined as any fact generated by
D = {Ri | i 2 {5, .., 9}}
and the trivial rule R11 .
Until now we have defined disagreement exploiting the rules 5 to 10 of section 7.1,
which, in turn, exploit the rules 2 to 4 for argument conversions of the previous chapter.
In particular, the Rule 13 defines disagreement itself, drawing a di↵erence between a
disagreement involving any argumentative structure and a disagreement involving only
simple claims. Starting from disagreement as defined in Rule 10, our Rules allow for
more fine-grained distinctions for the type of disagreement occurring when an argument
is present. We will see this in the next section.

7.2

Types of disagreement

As we have pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, understanding the target of the
“disagreeing proposition” is of vital importance to understand to what extent two agents
have di↵erent opinions. We have also seen that in the literature disagreement can be
consider as a whole (two agents “just disagree”) or it can be classified according to types.

7.2.1

Disagreement about facts

A disagreement is about facts when the interlocutor rebuts (i) the conclusion of a second
speaker, since the conclusion provide the fact and the premise the justification or reason
according to what we have seen in the literature (ii) a claim of a second speaker, since a
claim constitutes an elementary unit of meaning according to the SDRT.
Definition 14 (Disagreement about facts). A disagreement about facts is defined as any
fact generated by
DF = {Ri | i 2 {7, 9}}
or the trivial rule R11
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7.2.2

Disagreement about reasons

A disagreement is about facts when the interlocutor rebuts (i) the premise of a second
speaker for the same reason mentioned in the previous definition.
Definition 15 (Disagreement about reasons). A disagreement about reasons is defined
as any fact generated by
DR = {Ri | i 2 {6, 8}}

7.2.3

Total disagreement

A disagreement is total when the interlocutor rebuts (i) a claim of a second speaker for
the same reason mentioned in the disagreement about facts or (ii) the whole argument
of a second speaker (premises and conclusions). This last point is not within my rules,
since complex arguments constitute an issue that will be matter of discussion in the next
chapter.
Definition 16 (Total disagreement). A total disagreement is defined as any fact generated
by
DT = {R5 }
or the trivial rule R11

7.2.4

Partial disagreement

A disagreement is partial when the interlocutor rebuts (i) the premise of a second speaker
or, (ii) the conclusion of a second speaker, since these two components are part of a
larger unit (the argument) that is supposed to provide a fact and its justification. If an
interlocutor does not rebut both premises and conclusions, the disagreement only scopes
on a part of the argument.
Definition 17 (Partial disagreement). A partial disagreement is defined as any fact
generated by
DP = {Ri | i 2 {6, .., 9}}
In the second part of this work we have worked at the interface argumentation-dialogue.
This was possible only by performing a previous mapping between dialogue rhetorical
relations argument operations. Starting from the interface, we have constructed a set of
rules allowing the conversion of the SDRT relations to argument operations. This first
set of rules further allowed the creation of a second set of rules to model the rebuttals in
argumentative structures. Finally we have mapped the types of structures for Rebuttals
onto types of disagreement.
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While there exist many types of partial disagreements, total disagreement seemed to
appear less frequently while I was analysing examples, especially when an argument had
to be entirely rebutted. In fact, among the examples analysed it was very frequent that
two agents resulted to disagree only on some components of the argument that has been
brought about. On of the reasons for this, in my opinion, comes from the fact that when
we analyse longer texts containing arguments, many very complex structures arise and
it is very hard for the interlocutor to rebut every component of such complex blocks.
This consideration will be included in the next chapter, which is aimed at explaining
some of the main challenges that I encountered while performing both the conversion
of rhetorical relations into argument operations and the disagreement detection starting
from structural rules.
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Chapter 8
Representational limits
In this chapter I will introduce some of the main challenges I was confronted to while
trying to map dialogue structures into argumentative structures and on disagreement detection starting from the dialogue-argument interface. In particular, I will discuss two
main issues: (i) the impossibility to convert some SDRT structures into argumentative
structures due to a set of constraints that SDRT imposes and (ii) the appearance of new
complex argumentative structures that makes it very challenging to perform a classification, and consequently any further disagreement detection, of complex arguments.

8.1

On the impossibility of converting structures: Discussion

We have seen in 7.2 that SDRT structures cannot be always mapped directly into argumentative structures. The examples provided concerned the premise-conclusion ordering,
which does not have a direct map, and some structures of Contrast.
The Rules conceived in chapter 6 and 7 partly solve this problem, especially for handling the premise-conclusion ordering. However, the rules were unable to account for
some types of Contrast and to convert them into Rebuttals, which leads to issues in classifying some types of disagreement. The first issue concerns the total disagreement in the
presence of an argument. Let us consider these three structures:
p1,A

p2,A

contrast

p3,B

p1,A

p4,B

p2,A

p1,A

contrast

p3,B

p2,A

p4,B

Figure 8.1: Types of Contrast
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contrast

contrast

p3,B

p4,B

SDRT allows the first two structures, which match our rules for rebutting whether a
premise or a conclusion though an argument. On the contrary, the structure on the right is
not allowed in SDRT since it violates the RFC. This fact prevents a conversion of a SDRT
graph into an argument rebutting a second argument (a premise rebutting a premise and
a conclusion rebutting a conclusion). Therefore, a total disagreement between arguments
cannot be represented in SDRT and, consequently not convertible in a Rebuttal between
arguments.
The second issue concerns the disagreement on propositions that are too distant from
each other. In fact, SDRT has a limited representational power on non linear structure:
the imposition of the RFC forces the attachment of a new node only on the available right
node of the graph. This latter cannot point back to a referent that has been introduced
too far in the discourse.
For instance, in the Example below that we have mentioned in section 7.2, it is impossible to link p5B and p1A , for the RFC. The only possible attachment is between between
p1A and p4B .
Speaker_A
p1,A

p2

Explanation

p2,A

Speaker_B

simple_argument

contrast

p3,B

Parallel

p4,B

premise

Undercut

Rebut

p3 premise

p1 conclusion

premise p4

p5 conclusion
Rebut

Result
contrast
p5,B

SDRT

ARG

Figure 8.2: Mapping Contrast into Rebut
This limit in the SDRT graph construction makes it impossible to perform a conversion
between the structure on the left and the one on the right.
In order to solve this problem in future works, some modifications on the SDRT
representation should be performed.

8.2

On complex arguments: Discussion

While I have defined di↵erent types of simple arguments and presented rules for converting
them into argumentative structures, I did not mention any rules for converting complex
arguments. The reason for this is that, while analysing very long examples, new complex
argumentative structures seemed to apply in my analysis. Let us consider:
A : [Weed (Marijuana) should be legalised]p1 , [but under heavy regulation.]p2 [My
reasoning for legalisation lay on the point of reducing the crime]p3 , [transport]p4 [and
sale of weed]p5 . [By legalising weed]p6 , [it eliminates much of the need for illegal sale of
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weed]p7 , [giving its consumers a trustable and legal source to purchase the drug.]p8
B : [I don’t agree with the heavy regulations.]p9 [The heavier the regulation, the harder
and more expensive it is to comply.]p10 [This raises the price]p11 [and limits the availability
of legal weed]p12 , [which will turn people to the black market that we are trying to
eliminate through legalization]p13 .
The argumentative structures produced by the text, are shown below:
While some smaller structures (e.g Arg(p1 , p3 , p4 , p5 ) fall under one of the argumentative structures given in chapter 5 (simple argument with multiple premises), the complexity of the second argument prevents it from classifying it according to canonical
definitions:
Arg_1,S1
p3

p4

p5

Arg_2,S2

p9

p10
p1
p11

p11
p12

p13

Figure 8.3: Complex argument
p10 and p9 are respectively a premise and a conclusion. p11 and p12 are conclusions
issued from premise p10 . However, p11 and p12 , which were the conclusions of p10 become,
together, two premises for the conclusion p13 .
Argumentative texts abound with these kind of complex structures, especially when
arguments are analysed from corpora and not constructed in a theoretical frame. Complex arguments exist, but they are a wide variety and they take very di↵erent forms where
premises and conclusions are embedded in other argumentative structures. Unfortunately
the literature on argumentation have worked very little on the analysis of complex examples. Any approach trying to infer facts starting from argumentative structures would
definitely benefit from more analyses on longer example and from some definitions of what
are the constraints for smaller arguments to be grouped in a complex one.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
This work constitutes an e↵ort to understand and reorganize dialogue and argumentation
structures in order to be able to exploit their interface to detect disagreement.
The first part of the thesis was mainly focused on trying to narrow theories of argumentation and dialogue in order to be able to find, within the vast literature, a representation
for both that could allow to construct an argumentation-dialogue interface. The objective
of working at the interface level was to detect the phenomenon of disagreement, which
occurs in dialogue and mainly appears in argumentative texts or verbal debates.
The second part of the work was aimed at finding structural patterns between argumentation and dialogue, which could allow for the detection of disagreement in both
cases where an argument is present and absent. This prompted the construction of a set
of rules that are supposed to convert dialogue graphs into argumentative graphs, while
maintaining the distinction between arguments and any other rhetorical relations signaling
disagreement outside argumentation. The rules allowed for the analysis of disagreement
in terms of scope (reasons and facts) and degree (total or partial) with the limitations
that are highlighted in the last chapter of the work.

9.1

Contributions

The contribution of this thesis is mainly theoretical: my work is a baseline for future works
that attempt at including rhetorical information among the features for disagreement
detection in argumentative texts. In particular it shows that combining argumentation
and dialogue structure is a powerful tool that allows for the detection of disagreement and
types of disagreement. It also highlights what are the challenges that we are confronted to
when we try to incorporate argumentation and dialogue in order to exploit their structural
potentials for this task.
In fact, while conceiving my work I encountered many di↵erent challenges. The first
one was the lack of precise theories and homogeneous terminology for argumentation,
which we tried to partly bridge by the re-defining the argument components and structures. The second one was the lack, in argumentation theories, of the analysis of longer
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texts. In fact, we have seen that canonical argumentation schema seem to be limited when
analysing more complex examples, especially when premises and conclusions belonging to
an argument are interrupted by other text segments. In order to overcome this problem,
we interfaced argumentation with the wider context of discourse and, then, dialogue. The
main contribution on this part was to perform a mapping between argument operations
and dialogue relations and show that, contrary to what is found in the literature, there is
only a partial morphism between the two structures. In fact, while the SDRT framework
seems to allow the conversion of rhetorical relations into argument operations of Support
with ease, the relation of Contrast triggering disagreement seem to require some modification of the constraints found for the SDRT (for instance, the Right-frontier constraint).
This finding makes us think that argumentation is not (iso-)morphic to discourse but is
contained in discourse and dialogue, but also that it is argumentation that orientates dialogue and discourse in argumentative texts, forcing some modifications on the modelling
of discourse and dialogue structures when it needs to be represented.
Finally, I showed that, other than detecting disagreement itself, which is performed
through the extraction of the Contrast relation, with the incorporation of argumentation
and dialogue it is possible to make more fine-grained distinctions, for instance, between
types of disagreement (reasons, facts) and degree of disagreement (partial or total).

9.2

Future work

In future work, I plan to work on the issues that are still unsolved in my thesis and that
have been presented in chapter eight. In particular, it would be useful to understand how
the SDRT can be modified to allow for exchanges such as the one in Figure 8.2 and if
there exist other SDRT constraints preventing the conversions of dialogue structures into
argumentative structures.
A second research topic that is worth to investigate is the one of complex arguments.
As I have highlighted before, it is not clear how complex arguments are defined and what
are the boundaries that we should consider in order to claim that a set of simple arguments
are all part of a wider complex one. In this directions, there are two tracks to investigate:
weather we leave the definition of a complex argument unspecified, claiming that every
time a set of simple arguments is chained we can group them into a single complex one,
weather we perform a corpus-base analysis on longer text.
Finally, a more fine-grained analysis of disagreement need to be performed in the
future. In fact, what I remarked while analysing examples of disagreement, is that it is
rare that disagreement scopes on the entire argument brought about by one agent. This
is the reason why I mainly focused on the extent to which two agents disagree (partially
or totally). A second remark was that premises and conclusions in my converted graphs
corresponded to reasons and facts, which allowed a classification according to these two
variables. However, my work does not distinguish other types of disagreement other
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then those about facts or reasons, total or partial. In future work, I plan to perform a
corpus-based classification of di↵erent types of disagreement, which could allow for more
fine-grained rules of conversion.
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